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The Governor of Kentucky will transact business
Fulton. Fulton County. Kentucky, Thursday, August 18, 1960
from an office at Mayfield, in Western Kentucky, for Volume Twenty-Nine
.
"
1.1 111".....
two days next week. Gov. Bert Combs, accompanied by "
SHOW WrNNERS
staff members, will set up shop Monday and Tuesday, JUNIOR DISTRICT DAIRY
Aug. 22 and 23, in the Department of Economic Security
building at 319 South Seventh Street in Mayfield. The
purpose is to bring Kentucky's state government, in the
person of its chief executive, closer to the people.

Number33

County May Buy First
Voting Machine In '61

"Many people," Governor Combs
said Wednesday. "find it difficult
to conic to Frankfort. Our temporsry office in Mayfield will make it
more convenient for these people
to visit us. This not only will give
the people an opportunity to talk
directly with me, but will give me
an opportunity to find out what is
on their mind.
"I want them to • -'• any questions they wish—about how our
program will bensfit their cornminaty or section. about the proposed Constitutional convention.
about the $100,000,000 bond issue
for highways and parks, about
jobs—about anything that concerns
them." Then the Governor added
with a grin: "This also will give
the people an opportunity to fuss
directly at me instead of through

channels". On Aug. 24 and 25 the
Governor will set up a similar office at Maysville for the convenience of residents in that Northern Kentucky area.
"This is an experiment," he said.
"If it works—and I believe it will
—we will try the same thing in
other sections of the state." Combs'
idea to place himself within easier
reach of the people, by operating
a Governor's office at locations
outside the Capitol, apparently is
an innovation in the administration of American state governments. No other state, it is believed, has ever undertaken such a
project. The Governor's office in
Mayfield will open at 8 a. m. "and
we'll be on the job all day long
and into the evening if necessary,"
Combo said.
Accompanying the Governor to
Mayfield will be Wendell H. Ford,
his chief administrative assistant,
Miss Cattie Lou Miller, his executive assistant, Dix Winston, administrative assistant for personnel,
Breed winners hi the Junior District Dairy Phew ton, Jersey. and Kathy Harrison. Fulton, winner of
and necessary secretarial help. Representatives of state departments. in the 4-H Club Divisive; left to right: Judy Pluslis. the senior showmanship award.
Such as highways, parks, conser- Clinton. Holsteins; Patty Meson, Fulton, Otawrgeasy
(Photo Courtesy Mayfield Messenger)
vation and personnel, also will be and Junior showtnanstrIp award: Linda can% 1111on hand to help answer questions.

Fulton County may buy its first voting machine in
1961 it was learned by the News on Wednesday. The
matter ha's been,discussed by the Fulton County Fiscal
Court and it was the concensus of the members that they
would comply with the law as it applies to the population figures as a deadline for buying the machine.
County Court Clerk Kathryn Lannom said that in
order to continue to receive State financial aid for conducting elections the county would have to adher to the

take care of the entire voting
population of the county and the
machines would be placed strategically over the area.
The 1960 General Assembly enacted House bill No. 275, which requires all counties to provide voting machines for each precinct.
The deadline for providing voting
machines is set out in the bill as
follows: If the population of counties is 21,000 or more then the
—jottings
date that the machines must be
from
provided is before 1961. If the
population is more than 13,000 but
less than 21,000 the machines must
be provided before 1962 primary;
13,000 or less before 1963 primary.
Most Kentucky counties prefer
buying their voting machines from
the Shoup Voting Machine Co.,
Gov, Bert Combs said Monday.
The state is preparing to buy
There'll be a Bushart on the lo- 303 voting machines and then, uncal and the district level working der terms of a new law, lease them
to bring out a big Democratic vic- to counties on a 12-year lease-purtory in November among the thou- chase contract.
Wednesday morning Mr. and
sands of young voters in Kentucky.
Only two bids were submitted—
Mrs Freeman Harwood came into
Al Bushart, son of Mr. and Mrs. Shoup, $1,743.60 apiece and the
The 37 entries of PTA members 4-H division; Kathy Harrison,
A 13-year-old Fulton Route 1
item
an
the radio station to put
girl Monday walked off with top at the District Fair were judged Graves County, Seniors 4-H divi- H. L. (Buck) Bushart was named Automatic Voting Machine Co. at
on the Trading Poet. I was sitting
sion and Walter Steely, Murray, president of the Young Democrats $1,720 each.
Finis Usrey. Smith Fulton truck- honors at the annual PTA and 4-H by Marvin Guthrie of Franklin.
in my office writing some stories er charged with the knife
Club of Fulton County last Frid iy
"I understand that the Shoup
Dr. D. M. Seath, head of the de- PTA.
District Dairy Show at Mayfield,
slaying
for the News when Mrs. Harwood of his wife on Aug. 2. Monday afpartment of dairy science at the
Breed champions for FHA di- night, while Susan Bushart, dau- machine costs a little more but
Ky.
Came in and introduced herself ternoon waived a preliminary
were
Holstein, Elwood ghter of Dr. and Mrs. Ward Bus- that most of the counties have seLinda Collier, daughter of Mr. University of Kentucky, judged vision
and said she listens to our station hearing and was bound over to
Brown, South Marshall; Jersey, hart will serve as First District co- lected that machine," said Combs.
Mrs. H. C. Collier won the the 4-H section.
and
all the time. They're from the the grand jury without bond.
The Department of Finance has
In speaking of the quality of Danny Cunningham, Calloway chairman of the youth committ e.
grand championship ribbon in
Ci‘estnut Glade Community. In a
Usrey is being represented by competition with 41 other entries Jerseys at the fair. Dr. Seath said County, and Guernsey, Talbert Both Al and Susan are college st•i- said it will be up to the individual
moment Mr. Harwood same in Rodney Miller, attorney of Fulton.
dents. Susan will serve in her counties to decide which machl.ne
of the 4-H Club Jersey division the quality was "tops for the Bedwell, South Marshall.
with the biggest watermelon I ever Representing the state Monday with an 8-year-old cow named state."
First District post with Paul Turn- they want.
in
winners
Grand championship
saw and put it on the floor of the were Fleming Hodges of Dyers- "Popeye." The championship event
Combs said:
Although the 106 entries in both the 4-H division were Holstein, er, of Murray, past president of
office and these words followed:
"Through the years the counties
burg, district attorney general. and In the Jersey division was one of PTA and 4-H was down in com- Judy Pharis, Hickman County; the Student COuncil at Murray
"Are you Mrs Jo Westpheling?" Charles Fields of South Fulton, three blue ribbons Linda won with parison to last year, the quality of
have selected voting machines afJersey, Linda Collier, Fulton Coun- State College.
'Yea. I am."
Others selected to office in Ful- ter comparison of the two mawho has been employed to assist her dairy animals at the fair- all entries was considered very ty and Guernsey, Pattie Hixson,
"Well, here's a watermelon for in the prosecution.
ton County were: Mrs. Kathryn chines for which bids are submitgood according to the judges.
erounds in Mayfield.
Fulton County.
rel. but Ill tell you one thing you
Blue ribbons were,xiorded to - 'Ate show was sponsored by the Lannorm Hickman,first vice presiUsrey has stated he is unable
Linda, who has shown dairy
talk • whole lot better than you to remember his actions the nient cows at the armtial fair for only 7T anntieris. There wertM.3"red and
"Since this program of helping
Kentucky Department of Agricul- dent, Anne Tipton, Hickman, secthe state charges he threw his three years. has now accumulated two white ribbons given at the ture in co-operation with the 4-H ond vice president, Judy Brown- the counties become equipped with
wife to the floor of their bedroom a grand championship ribbon, uairy show.
and FFA organizations and the ing, Fulton, third vice president, voting machines has to be carried
'Po tell you the truth I didn't and cut her throat with a small seven blue or first place awards
Showmanship winners were Pat- Dairy Extension Service of the Mrs. Harold Rice, Hickman fourth out in cooperation with the counthink I looked as bad as I do most pocket knife.
vice president, Susan Bushart, Ful- ties, the state government has contie Hixson, Fulton County, Junior University of Kentucky.
and two second place ribbons,
other mornings. At least my hair
ton secretary and Carlos, Lannom, sidered it necessary that the counwas combed and I did have on
ties select the machine they desire.
Hickman, treasurer.
some lipstick and I thought to
REVIVAL LSI PROGRESS
Over thirty people representing We have confirmed and reconfirmmyself, "what in the world would
every section of the county was on ed with each county its preferAn interesting and inspiring re- hand for the meeting.
he have said if he could see me the
ence."
vival is now in progress at the
mornings I don't fix up a bit"
Sandy Branch Primitive Baptist
Ws no telling. I don't really think
Church near Ruthville. The serthat Mr. Harwood was kidding
vices are being conducted by Eldeither, because I kind of pressed
er R. B. Johnson of Jackson, Miss.
him to be a little more charitable.
There is a prediction and a hope Stinnett and Harry Hancock,
"Fidelity to Duty," was the The public is cordially invited to
but he never relented.
that Fulton will again become
The Pony League winners were theme of the last sermon preached attend the morning and evening
famous for being the smallest town the Tigers, coached by James by Rev. Charles Roe at the First services.
Its a funny thing the images
in organized baseball. And prophe- Kell.
Christian Church on Sunday. No
people manufacture about people
tically the prediction may come
Individual trophies were also topic he could have selected would
they never see. All of us at the
true because baseball is coming presented for outstanding play to have more appropriately summed
An estimated crowd of 700 to 3rd: J. B. Parker, Purebred Herestation get bird's eye views of
back with the small fry.
the following: ,
up his pastorate in Fulton than
800 Fulton County farmers and ford Steer; 4th, Charles Mikel,
whnt people picture us to be when
Last Monday night at the City
Little League—Pitchers Corky those words that he chose.
their familes thronged the grounds Hereford steer; 5th, Mike Alexthey use our voices as a critique.
Fulton came to know Brother
of the Fulton City Park Wednes- ander, Angus steer.
For instance one man came in the Park shades of the old days were Stinnett (6 wins), Don Reed and
Roe as a friendly, good-humored
day for the annual meeting of the
office one day and wanted to see in evidence when a large group of Jack Simpson (5 wins each).
In the showmanship ring, CharHome Runs—Greg Williamson and hard-working pastor. He and
Fulton County Farm Bureau.
Kenneth Turner, Sr. He just stood parents and their baseball playing
les Mikel placed first and Cooper
of
president
Allison,
Harry
Mrs.
close-of-the-season
a
enjoyed
sons
and Bobby Maynard (5 each).
his wife were active in community
there for awhile and said: "Why,
The visitors viewed farm equip- Watts, second.
were
Batters—Richard Bailey (.381) affairs and the esteem in which he Fulton Woman's Club, has receiv- ment exhibits, handicraft and
you're just plum skinny. I thought meeting when trophies
In the 4-H Club division Harry
awarded to the players and teams. and Waymon Hancock (.500).
was held by the community and ed notice that the full board of home economics projects, ate a Watts was
you were a great big man"
first, Mike Alexander
Pony Learn.:
his former congregation can be the Kentucky Feberation of Wo- bountiful barbeque dinner and second,
As is indicated by an editorial
and Gene Everett, third.
Kenlake
at
meet
will
Clubs
men's
resoa
from
Beadles
excerpts
(12
by
-ry
Pitchers--1
best told
Then there WAS the time a lady in today's News a high batting
then walked to a show ring where In the PTA division Cooper Watts
23.
came to the station and just stood average is awarded to the loyal wins) and David nrann (10 wins). lution par.ed by the church board. on September 21, 22, and
the 4-H and PTA Clubs competed was first, J. B. Parker second, and
presipast
Gifford,
Chloe
Miss
Home Runs—Clay -urn Peeples, It said 'Ai part:
right outside my office door and men and women who worked diliin their annual beef cattle and Charles Mikel, third. In the HereClubs,
"Re/. Charles G. Roe, has ser- dent of Kentucky Women's
stared. I was on the telephone and gently without fanfare or remune- Jr. (3 for the season).
dairy show.
ford division J. B. Parker was
Batters—Charles Colley (.435) ved Vie First Christian Church, at will be the speaker at the dinner
she did not have to ask who I was ration to bring to a successful
first, Charles Mikel second, and
The winners were as follows:
Dinncr
22.
September
on
meeting
for
Pastor
as
Kentucky,
Shelton
Jerry
and
Fulton.
(.434).
most
because she recognized my voice. close one of West Kentucky's
Billy Amberg third.
BEEF SHOW
and
should
$3.00
are
reservations
which
during
years,
committee
A message from the
the past five
When I hung up the receiver I outstanding efforts in little league
The winning Angus steer was
Watts
Champion,
Harry
Grand
Allison.
Mrs.
with
made
be
kindfollows:
time he has sown seeds of
greeted her cordially and she just baseball.
Miss Gifford is also past presi- with his purebred Angus steer; produced by the Clint Workman
This brings to a close the 1900 ness, spiritual development, broThe Little League championship
kept staring. When I asked if
of Reserve Champion, Cooper Watts, farm at Cayce.
there was anything I could do for was won by the Giants who were baseball program, and we urge all therly love, sunshine and happi- dent of the National Federation
also with a purebred Angus Steer;
Clubs.
Women's
DAIRY SHOW
Fiat
Page
Or.
Continued
Continued
on
year
Stanley
this
Page
by
ore
h
coached
her she said: "I never have been
(Guernseys)
so disappointed in my life." With
Senior calves: 1st, Gene Hardy;
that she just turned and left the
second, Marilyn Hardy.
office. To this day I never have
been able to figure out what she
Senior yearlings: 1st, Anna
expected to see . . . in my dark
Hardy; second, John Robert Watts;
moments I think she thought I was
in- Street and went back to the hotel. third, Gene Hardy.
All of our lives we've heard of reputable, blasphemous and sacri- the various clubs that were far were at least 500 slot machines
Junior Champion was won by
uglier than I am ... or maybe she
The next msrning Mary Jo wanted
nothsay
to
alone,
place
one
that
visit.
to
pocketbook
some
which
beyond our
"Marita's Lisa" shown by Anna
thought I eras too *ugly to com- Las Vegas, Nevada. We've known ligious manner in
give
to
dollars
silver
some
get
to
roulette
the
tables,
dice
the
of
ing
on
sights
After gawking at the
of course, that it was a wide-open churches there operate. We'll tell
ment.
what to some favorite folks back home Hardy.
gambling town where you can you that story a little later, but the extra-wide highway through wheels, the poker tables and
The grand champion, the Senior
you so we had to go back to Fremont
chance
into else kind of games of
and the top award in
Champion
The series of ndvertisments we take chances on anything from a first hear this story about the the city we decided to go
Would
done.
job
that
get
to
Street
"town" and when we did we never can mention. How do we know?
are running on the editorial page one-penny slot machine to a $25,- hours the folks keep out there.
told you that the two-year old cow class went
we
if
it
believe
you
..
knowing
but
help
not
you
can
.
.
How
-wain
mouths
and
our
West,
out
were
closed
we
Since
to Willow Wilde's "Noble Ella",
of the News each week is a means 000 poker game We never thought
. but all the doors are wide open, and the next morning was the same as
Continued on Page Night
to have our readers see what we about the place much, one way or since we were sort sif sight-seeing from talking, mind you . .
the
.
.
.
before
night
the
was
It
the
and
too,
doors,
big
they're
open
look like without the voices. I another, but after having visited tourists on our return home from because our jaws just flew
same
the
blaring,
was
music
same
a
of
one
is
atmosphere
can't whole
don't know that it will help much. there for too long, (eight o'clock the Democratic National Conven- from sheer wonderment. We
word great, big open-air super market slot machines were ringing, even
It is not uncommon for people to one night to eight the next morn- tion we thought it a good idea to describe it if we used every
the neon lights were going full
won't of gambling.
say to us: "You're older than I ing with ten hours sleep in be- pass through that city in the west in Webster's dictionary. We
blast and it seemed to me that the
from
criss-crossing
were
this
to
People
because
fabulous,
there
arrived
say it was
thought:" "I pictured you as a tween) we can say we'll never trod "by chance." We
no difference from
about seven, looked for a decent reporter it wasn't. The way we one place to the other across the sun rising is
GREAT BIG PERSON" or "I pic- that miserable way again.
Vegas is to streets and we just stood there the sun-setting, except that in the
Las
describe
price
best
our
could
within
stay
to
place
an
of
middle
the
in
Vegas,
Las
permuch
a
as
younger
tured you
—SAYS-looking wide-eyed at the sadness, morning most of the workers and
son" That's the one that digs us arid desert, with the temperature range, and along about nine o'clock call it revolting.
stupidity of all gamblers put on dark glasses to
the
hope,
"drag"
false
main
the
the
Street,
sites
the
Fremont
see
go
to
decided
120
we
the
matching
of its morals
down deep.
of people who hide their blood-shot eyes.
heat, is a city of some 15,000 popu-* along "the strip" and in down- in Las Vegas is the core of the those thousands
If those who belor to the "NaLas Vegas is the saddest, most
buck. We'd
quick
a
make
to
hoped
On
activities.
gambling
It's a funny thing about Gene lation, that is, the folks who live town Las Vegas. We drove along down-town
to
Organization for out-ofAmerica
tional
in
city
disheartening
people
of
lot
a
hand
off
right
say
three
two, maybe
Gardner, Kenneth Stanley, Ken- there. We imagine that during the the strip and saw those fabulous this street,
ESTABLISH- we saw were not the highest type us and we feel right sorry for the State Kentnaty veterans" will
EVERY
long,
The
.
.
blocks
about
read
you
motels
is
it
season
the
of
gambling
height
neth Turner (both of them) Jim
agree to pay back $900 for each
gambling house. And people in the world, and the clerks, folks who live there.
Clark and Brother Richardson. . . three times that much. Don't ask Dunes, The Sands, The Desert Inn MENT is a
And about the churches . .. we $500 they get, I think they ought
the
in
attendants
and
waitresses,
mean
we
that
idea
any
were
have
We
you
others.
of
score
if
a
and
and
they and I, are always hearing re- us when the "season" begins
like you see in various places looked like folks cannot speak in general terms be- to go ahead and give 'em the
marks about what people thought ends, all we know is that folks out startled by their unusual design, a gambling house
wrong.
Take the who wanted to get out in the wide cause its hard for us to believe bonus. A deal like that would put
their myriad of neon lights, their pictures, you're
we looked like. But with Mary there gamble 24 hours a day.
IN- open spaces and get some fresh air. that even the clergy can be (*- 'em on the same basis as us "InFOR
NUGGET,
of
magnitude
GOLDEN
the
and
trees
palm
never
we'll
100
be
to
live
we
If
thing.
Nelle Wright its an uncanny
Continued on Pave Four
Kentucky" vets.
We didn't tarry long on Fremont
bet
there
that
you
We'll
STANCE.
in
appearing
were
who
celebrities
disimmoral,
indecent,
the
forget
Mee
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Note Booki Usrey To Await
Action Of Jury
Without Bond

Patty Hixson Takes Top Honors At
Junior Dairy Show In Mayfield

Charles Roe
Prospects Bright For Big, Rev.
Will Be Missed
Better Baseball Season By Many Friends

County Court Clerk Kathryn
Lannom said that in order to continue to receive State financial aid
for conducting elections the county would have to adher to the new
voting machine law.
Mrs. Lannom said that when the
voting machine is purchased it
probably would be placed in Fulton and consolidate the precincts in
and around-the city. In subsequent
years a total of perhaps four or
five machines would be ample to

Buiharts To Be
Active In Youths
For Demo Victory

Watts,Hixson,Collier Take
TopShow Honor At Fulton

Miss Gifford To
Be Speaker At
Kenlake Meeting

Church Steeple In Neon...That's The Las Vegas Marriage Mill

LITTLE
PHOEBE

Jew

We Punish Old Folks
IS 85 A MAGIC number which automatically makes a person "old"? This false assumption is morale-shattering to many of our
15 millon oldsters who are still physically able
and intelligent men and women.
By acting on such assumptions, too many of
as are actually punishing our parents. How
many of us, for example, include older parents
and relatives in our social activities?
HOW MANY make it clear, in subtle ways,
that when friends visit, the grandparents "livin the same house should retire to his

ing'.

room? "Old folks should neither be seen nor
heard" seems to be the maxim.
Financial dependency is another form of
punishment, Many senior Americans have to
get along on small -weekly allowances"—often
less than that given to the children for pocket
money.
EVEN OUR national policy tends to reflect this attitude. The average Social Security
check—about $72 a month—is one-fourth of
exthe average take-home pay. As if the living
penses of a person who stops working were reduced 75 percent!
Due to the over-emphasis of money in our
society, people are stripped of their adult status
when they no longer work for a living. A retired corporation president has less status in
his home community than a busy junior executive working for the same firm.
"GRADUAL retirement" programs would
ease the oldster's search for new role of useftdness. To be effective, however, any program
for old folks must be as meaningful for them
as a regular job is for a father and raising a

family for a mother.
One young woman told our Senate Subcommittee on Problems of the Aged and Aging
that her mother-in-law had little enthusiasm
for a Golden Age club at which bingo was the
mainstay of the program.
THEN A community drama group requested women to sew costumes. It was a labor of
love—what they were doing was important.
"Never do I recall seeing her so happy," the
daughter-in-law related.
The accumulated wisdom and experience
of our retired citizens can be of real use. This,
however, means asking theaaensioned tool-anddie maker to help in the training programs;
calling on the retired administrator for advice;
enrolling the time and energies of older voters
In political party work.
OF COURSE, the work to restore the rights
of adulthood to our elders cannot depend on
youngsters alone. The 65-plus citizens must
speak up for themselves. But many more groups
and thousands of individuals must put in their
two-cents worth so that older citizens no longer be treated like children.
If we are grateful to God for the parents
He gave us, we will see that they are accorded
dignity and respect.

A Monkey's Opinion
Three monkeys sat in a cocoanut tree, Discussing things as they're said to be. Said one to
the others, Now listen you two,
There's a certain rumor that can't be true,
That man descended from our noble race.
The very ideal! It's a dire disgrace.
No monkey has ever deserted his wife, Starved
her babies and ruined her life, And you've

er known another monk
n )
To cave their babies with others to bunk.
Or ass them on from one to another, 'Til they

A Job Well Done!
Before the now-closed season of
1960 Little League and Pony League
baseball passes from mind, we think
a word of appreciation is due those
adults who were responsible for this
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Raw materials for manufacturing

KENTUCKY MORE FAVORABLE THAN 10
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Coal used for production
of electricity

(Substantially some as 4)

-

ditions to their equipment and perball-field
manent improvements to

No. 2—Kentucky's New Sales Tax

facilities that will make next .year's
job easier and more pleasant.
As for the boys themselves—the
players—they have been provided a

Tax Exemptions Make Kentucky
More Attractive to Industry

summer of healthful, character-building competition that is of boundless
value, and they loved it all. When the
awards were passed out last Monday
night at the season-end picnic out at
the City Park, we feel sure that many
a young man who didn't win anything
silently resolved to himself that "next
season is going to show a different
story" for him.
So our congratulations to President
John Colley and Board members Harry Hancock, Lawrence Yates, Joe Mac
Reed, Charles Pawlukiewicz, Glenn
Veneklasen and J. D. Hales on a job
well done. Our congratulations also
to the dozens of others who pitched in
and helped make 1960 a turning-point
in summer baseball in the twin-Cities.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

God And Man
By Frank Morris, News Editor of the

Denver Register
Religion is a recognition that we are bound
in some way to God. Religion is therefore he
recognition of a relationship between God and
man. We have never seen the rise of any major
culture that has advanced the freedom of men
that did not practice religious faith.
Men have worshiped the sword, the rack,
the torturer's fire—and with these things have
imposed tyranny. Whenever these things have
been thrown off, it has been by religion. Sometimes religion itself allied with the sword. But
in progress toward freedom resulted from this
alliance, it resulted because of religion.
IF GREECE gave dignity to men, it is because its philosophers understood enough of religion t ovalue the mind and oul of mankind.
If Rome brought some elevating touch into a
barbaric world, it was because the household
gods gave Rome strong families, pious and free
in their fashion. When Rome threw out these
household gods to make room for the devilish
spirits of lust and money, the barbarians encircled her. The Christian religion, alone and
unarmed, met Attila the Hun at the gates of
Rome and turned him away.
THE MAGNA CARTA of England brought
forth the bright ray of hope that future rulers
would not wield absolute power, but would be
subject to the law. Five hundred years later the
Adamses, Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson—

ence mentions unblushingly

Voted "Best All Around" In class in Kentucky
Press Association judging
In 1954 Kentucky
Im 1514 and Roeorable Maetlos

KENTUCKY MORE FAVORABLE THAN 10

with little grumble with the facilities
it had. As a result, the Leagues functioned without a hitch, and ended the
season with a number of needed ad-

build a fence arouet a cocoanut tree

A.. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHILING
Editors and Publishers

Manufacturing & mining machinery
(Substantially same as 2)

all insisted on one point: The cause of freedom
should be, could be, must be grounded on God's
Natural Law. The Declaration of of Independ-

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

STARLITE

In Sales Tax Comparisons of 12
Major Competitors for New Industry

1960 season ... far and away the niost
successful season in local history.
Beginning with a well-organized
plan of action covering all phases of
play, the steering committee showed
a smooth-running organization that
know what it was doing and worked

scarcely know who is,their mother.
And another thing you will never see, A monk

And let the eocoanne. go to waste,
Forbidding all other- monks to taste. Why, if
rd put a fence around this tree.
Starvation would force you to steal from me.
Here is another thing a monk won't do—
Go out at night and get on a stew,
Or use a gun, or club, or knife,
To take some other monkey's life.
Yes, man descended, the onery cues,—But,
Brother! He didn't deeend from us!
—(Author unknown.)

and hardship, the man who had
surmounted all this and had eduFulton. Union City highway
cated himself. Scholars since 1860
It
and
appeal,
that
analysed
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have
is simply this: A MAN CAN BET(Starts at 8:50)
TER HIMSELF. In 1840. the sponTHE JOURNEY
sors of slavery, and there were
Yul Brynner, Deborah Kerr
many of them North and South.
(Also starts at 7:15)
said in effect: "This is a world of ATTACK OF THE
JUNGLE WOMEN
class, with some people high-born
some slaves, and some in between
SATURDAY AUGUST 20
... and this is as it should be ...
(Starts at 8:50)
stay in the class %here God put
BILLY THE RID
you and be satisfied."

the Law of Na-

ture and of Nature's God."
We ean see that there is a relationship between God and man. Though world environment may change, that relationship cannot
change. Religion recognizes a permanent, objective truth—outside the mind, outside experience, outside the vaulting travels of man
to other globes. This truth alone guarantees
freedom in the world.
If there were no things as certain truths,
everything would be a waste of time. We would
be but insignificant creatures on a cosmic spitball, sent whirling into space for no significant
reason. Birth would hardly be worth while.
CURIOSITY is a great thing. The search
for knowledge is far truer than the false idea
that we have reached all knowledge. But if it
Is a search without any hope of satisfaction—
what is left but

an

attitude like that of the

Beatniks?
Some men take young minds and teach
them that there are no intellectual moorings;
that life is all journey, and no homecoming.
They teach that life is search, but only for
passing pleasures. They insist that there is no
relation between God and man. These persons
have betrayed their trust. They are seeking the
death of religion.

By the Division of Industrial Promotion

Lieutenant Governor Wilson
Wyatt has announced that
the new 3 per cent sales tax
exemptions--covering manufacturing and mining machinery
as well as raw
materials — put
Kentucky in a
more favorable
position to attract new industry than 10 of
Orv. Coombe
the 12 states
which are its major competitors
in the field.
Moreover, Kentucky's tax on
new or replacement equipment
and materials for industry is the
same as—not higher than--the
rate in the other two states surveyed in a study just completed
by the Kentucky Department of
Economic Development.
The research study proves
that Kentucky's sales tax, which
Is coupled with a 36 per cent
cut in personal income tax, does
not put the state at a disadvantage in the drive to secure new
manufacturing employment. The
survey actually revealed that
Kentucky enjoys a definite advantage over 10 and is surpassed
by none of the dozen states
which provide its stiffest competition for industry.
States covered in the survey
include Ohio, North Carolina,
West Virginia, Georgia, Indiana,
'Tennessee, Penns•flvania, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Louisiana and Illinois.
Eight of the states have the
same basic sales tax rate as
Kentucky-3%. One, Pennsylvania, has a rate of 4%, while
West Virginia and Louisiana
have a 2% rate. Indiana does
not have a sales tax, but it does
impose a gross receipts tax.. In
other words, eleven of the
twelve states have a sales tax
of their own—and the twelfth
has a related tax.
Kentucky more than holds its
own in tax comparison with its
competing states in the area of
equipment and materials for industry.
In manufacturing and mining
machinery for new and expanded operations, Kentucky's
rate is more favorable than all
except Ohio and Pennsylvania

with which states it is substantially the same. The lower-than10, the-same-as-two ratio holds
true for raw materials used in
manufacturing.
Art Advisory Committee of
outstanding Kentuckians appointed by Governor Bert T.
Combs worked closely with
Revenue Commissioner William
E. Scent in the preparation of
regulations under the law.
Broadly stated, the regulations
made it clear that virtually all
industrial processing and machinery, mining of various types,
and processing of farm and
dairy products are exempt from
the sales tax. These were most
of the exemptions sought by
business, industry and agriculture when the 1960 Legislature

was studying the sales tax levy.
"The exemptions represent
the State Administration's desire to create a favorable climate
for the expulsion of Kentucky's
economy," Wyatt said. "They
put Kentucky in a very competitive position for creating new
job opportunities."
Quick and favorable reaction
came from the announcement
of the new regulations. A day
later the Louisville Gas & Electric Company announced it was
planning to go ahead with a
$40,000,000 expansion program.
"If the sales tax law had
been administered so that it
made industrial expansion difficult, we would have been forced
to reappraise our plans," B.
Hudson Milner, executive vice
president said.
At about the same time, announcement was made by New
York Mining & Manufacturing
Company that it would locate a
multi-million dollar coke-manufacturing plant near Calvert
City; Ashland Oil and Refining
Company revealed that it would
build a $50,000,000 napthalenebenzene plant near Catlettsburg;
Emerson Electric Company
announced it
would place a
factory employing 550 persons
In Russellville,
and Rohn &
Haas Chemical
U. Iler. Wrs// Company said it
would spend $10,000,000 to
convert an old butadiene plant
in louisville.
Approval also came front
labor and agricultute. Earl Bellew, legislative representative of
the Kentucky AFL-CIO, had
this to say: 'Labor naturally
is pleased with the regulations.
They should encourage the
greater development of industry
in Kentucky, which aill me:in
more jobs and more income for
Kentuckians."
From John Koon, executive
secretary of the Kentucky I- ai a
Bureau Federation, came th.s
statement of approval: "We
think these regulations are very
much in keeping with our pol;cy
of not taxing the production
items."
.1he Kentucky sales tax law
goes into effect July I. Revenue
from the measure will enaHe
the state to cut personal income
taxes, affecting 538.000 indiv:duals, by 120,000.000 a year and
still increase appropriations to
most state programs.
Public education will receive
a top-heavy share of the revenue
from the new law—a whopping
increase of 50 per cent for the
next two years, enabling teacher
salaries to be increased by about
$1,100 a year.
But, in addition, more money
will be made available for
public welfare, agriculture,
health, forestry, libraries, airports, and industrial development.
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July Fourth and politics went
well together in 1880. All over the
nation the cannon were booming
out salutes to Douglas and Breckinridge. There are few accounts in
the papers of the day as to how
the Lincoln supporters celebrated
his campaign. During July of 1860,
it seemed that the Lincoln campaign had bogged down. Lincoln
was almost the forgotten man. And
yet, his appeal was catching on.
People were, In both the North
and the South, beginning to wonder if the idea of slavery was really right . . . that It was "God's
will" that one man could own another man. The Holy Bible had
been used by both abolitionists
and RI2Very people to prove their
points . . and they had proven

nothing.
A scholarly writer in the New
this to say of
Lincoln's campaign: "Railsplitting
. . . is catching on. The main object of the term .. is an appeal ..
to the sympathy and the self-respect of that great body of voters
who split rails or fellow similar
laborious employments . . it is
simply saying to the mass of the
voters, here is a man who can be
trusted to uphold the great interests of free labor. He must know
and understand those interests: he
must sympathize with them, for
he once was a laborer himself."

York Times had

. Something else was being demonstrated by the idea of Lincoln,
the back woodsman born in a log
cabin . . . the Lincoln of poverty

By and large, that idea of 1.incoln had not been accepted in July
of 1860. At that time, the people
of the nation were discussing the
Indian wars in the West, the arrival of the Great Eastern. a steel
steamship so long and fast (680
ft., 18,900 tons) "It was the biggest
ship in the world, it steamed from
England to New York making the
un-heard-of speed of 16 miles al.
hour!" The Great Eastern had entered New York harbor in time to
be cleaned up and ready for a
crowd of visitors on the Fourth of
July. (1,200 people paid a dollar
a head to visit the ship, but other
thousands stood on the dock-side
and !coked at the ship for nothing.)

Robert Taylor, Brian Donlevy
(Also: starts at 7:15. I0:30)

THE REBEL SET
V'itri Greg Palmer

Sun.-Mon.-Tue. Aug. 21-23
(Starts at 8:55)

NORTH BY NORTHWEST
With Cary Grant
(Also: starts at 7:15)
MOVIE STRUCK
With Laurel and *lardy

IERRIFIC
"the liquor is in"

A steamship, the Northern Light
with a treasure of $1.500.0•11 arrived In New York from California
on the 28th of June.
Baseball was being spoken of as

5 other Varieties
os. sloe - Me
Qt. sift - $2.84

the "national game." Es ery vacant
lot in lowe New York (and there
were plenty of them) was used
for playing baseball.
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Charles Goodyear, the Rubber
Be.., died on July 1. He held sixty
patents. some of which involved We have complete stocks
expensive lawsuits. Goodyear's
patents ranged from "a child's
plaything to a doormat." Only a
month before his death, Mr. GoodItor HOME and vARM
year had managed to buy the enUre interest in Mr. Day's rubber
Machines
patents. forever settling the vexing
BENNETT
ELECTRIC
questions %shirt' had east him over
FULTON
a half-million dollars in lawyer's PIIONE 701
fees.

Dayton V-Belts

In 1860, it was still thirty or
forty years until the rubber industry would make tires which would
help make the automobile possible,
but it was only a year until the
Civil War, and then millions of
soldiers
would
want
rubber
ground -sheets for their beds. The
new rubber industry would not be
able to furnish enough of them for

everyone.
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J. Wesley Richardson
Brother J. Wesley, Richardson. perhaps the oldest employee,
(in point of service) at WFUL is one of West Kentucky's and
West Tennessee's foremost authorities of gospel music. Brother
"J", as he is called at WW1. is director of the station's gospel
musk program, and we might add its "church director."
Brother "J" probably knows, on a first name calling basis,
the ministers of every church in the listening audience of the
station and has been instrumental hi bringing you varied church
programs from the churches in the area.
Sometimes the management of WFUL thinks that evrrY
other business endeavor of Brother Richardson takes second
place to his part-lime association with WFUL. There can be no
doubt that the love and devotion he has to tbe station Is neesad
place to nothing.
Brother "J" says that he was an announcer on the station
about the second Sunday after WFUL went on the air in 1051.
He has been there ever since. We know that as long as gospel
music is loved and listened to by the radio audience Brother
Richardson will be there spinning discs for your Pleasure.
He gets the title of "Brother" bemuse of his official affiliation with the Seventh Day Adventist Church.
Make 1270 on your radio dial your daily listening post and
share with us the pleasure of working together for the bettrement of our community life.

RADIO STATION WFUL
1270 On Your AM Dial

104.9 On Your FM Band

PHONES 1270 - 1500
Fulton, Ky.
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Miss Patterson Weds Mr. DeLong In Gown
Fashioned After That Of Princess Margaret
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Supplement Plus Grain
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2. Lactating sow
38% Sow St Pig Supp!ement
# 40% Pork Maker

3. Starting pig (4 days to weaning)
(complete feed)

$5.15

cwt.

$4.75

cwt.

Pig Pre-Starter
Pig Starter (complete feed) ..

4. Growing Pig (weaning to 125 lbs.)
38% Sow dt Pig Supplement .... $5.10
$5.30
38% Hi-Gro-Blend
$4.90
40% Pork Maker

5. Finishing (125 lbs. to market)
38,'", Sow & Pig Supplement
40% Pork Maker
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Jerry Mack Counce
Weds Reba Griffin
In Henderson, Tenn.

on

Brother

wedding

Miss Patricia I..eke was the
bride's maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Mrs. Charles Homra, and
Miss Sylvia McClintock, a cousin
of the groom. They wore afternoon
frocks of white silk organza made
over taffeta. Their headdresses
were sprays of emerald green velvet flower's with matching circular
veils. Their satin slippers were
also emerald green. They carried
unusual crescent shaped bouquets
of Esther Reed daisies and small
crysanthemums.
Little Miss Susan Barron, niece
of the groom was the flower girl.
She wore a frock designed like
that of the bridesmaids. She had a
circlet of tiny crysanthemums
backed with green tulle in her
hair.
The groom's nephew, Michael
Barton was the ring bearer.
George Jorgensen attended the
groom as best man. The groomsmen were Glenn Barton and Don
McCarty. Ushers were Jerry Morris, a cousin of the bride and
Glenn McClintock an uncle of the
groom.
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
Patterson chose a handsome dress
of champagne silk linen designed
along sheath lines. Her hat was a
fitted shell of shaded velvet leaves
which complimented her dress and
also had a brown eyebrow veil.
Her accessories matched her dress
and her corsage was a deep fuschia
orchid.
Mrs. DeLong mother of the
groom, wore an attractive dress of
jade green imported French voile.
Her hat was of white and green
lilies of the valley and her accessories were white. She wore a
fuschia orchid corsage.
?""-Immediately following the cereJIM/
mony the bride's parents entertained with a reception in the dinMr. and Mrs. Russell Allen DeLong
ing room of the church.
The bride's table was draped
preeeeding the ceremony Mrs.
By Agatha Gayle Votive!
with a floor length taffeta cloth
In one of the outstanding wed- Steve Wiley presented a program
covered with a net cloth. The beadings of the season Miss Donna of nuptial music. The traditional
utiful tiered wedding cake was enGail Patterson, daughter of Mr. wedding marches were used. A
circled with gladiola florets and
and Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr. be- most impressive wedding candle
small clusters of the Bells of Irecame the bride of Russell Allen service completed the ceremony.
land. The cake was topped with
DeLong, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wila group of white bells and lilies
was
escortbride
beautiful
The
Pleasant
of
liam Allen DeLong
of the valley. Crystal punch bowls
Hill. 'lino's. The ceremony was ed and given in marriage by her
were at either end of the table
performed on Sunday afternoon father. She wore an original formand the other table appointments
the seventh of August. The impres- al wedding gown designed by Alwere in silver and crystal decosive double ring ceremony was fred Angelo, a direct copy of the
ration.
performed at three thirty o'clock wedding gown of Princess MarAssisting at tile reception were
in the First Methodist Church garet Rose. The gown was beautiMrs. Glenn Barton, sister of the
with the pastor of the church, the ful in its simplicity. It was fashgroom, Miss Carole Luther and
Reverend Joseph L. Leggett of- ioned of pure-silk organza lined
with silk net and poised over Miss Mary Ann Hill, cousin of the
ficiating.
bride, Miss Ann McMaster, Mrs.
The sanctuary was decorated heavy slipper satin. The fitted
H. B. Landis, Mrs. Jerry Morris,
with unusual beauty carrying out bodice was designed with long
Mrs. Jerry Hawks, Miss Jepn Ann
a green and white wedding theme. sleeves terminating in points
Hyland, Miss Delores Berry and
Centering the choir loft was a tall at her halirts. The deep V neckMrs. Billy Mott Jones.
tree candelabra which was fes- line was outlined with tiny silk
Early in the evening Mr. and
tooned with white cathedral glad- covered cord which extended to
Mrs. DeLong left for their wedding
ioli. pale green Bells of Ireland, the pointed waistline. The fan
trip after which they will be at
and white and green caladium shaped skirt was cathedral length.
home in Jacksonville. Illinois. For
Illusion
English
misty
veil
of
Her
leaves. The choir rail was studded
traveling Mrs. DeLong wore a
with small candelabra entwined was double tiered and fell to her
turquoise linen sheath dress with
with the Bells of Ireland. The al- waist. The veil was held in place
a distinctively designed short jacktar held spiral and branched can- wittia French tricorne shaped cap
delabra also twined with the Bells covered with silk and edged with et. Her hat was of violet, purple
and turquoise feathers and her acof Ireland. Tall floor vases held hand rut lace medallions sprinkled
cessories were black. She wore
bridal
bouHer
pearls.
seed
with
shaped
arrangements
of
cathfan
edral gladioli. caladium leavt s, quet was placed on a white Bible. the white orchid from her wedding
emerald ferns and sprays of Bells The bouquet was of stephanotis bouquet.
of Ireland. Massive emerald fern and illusion surrounding a pure
balls added richness to the setting. white orchid. Her only ornament
Am the guests assembled and was a single strand of pearls which

Hogs
Pay
More

ky's and

were the
groom.

In a beautiful afternoon ceremony at the Church of Christ in
Henderson on July 15, Miss Reba
Pearl Griffin and Jerry Mack
Counce exchanged marriage vows
The ceremony was at 4:30 p. m.
and was performed by B. B. Jones
of Paris and Jess Wilcoxson.
Parents of the bridal couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Warren C. Griffin of
Henderson and Mr. and Mrs. Dyer
Manley Counce of South Fulton,
Tenn.
Mrs. John A. Johnson III of
Chicago, Ill., attended her sister
as matron of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Ann Averitt, Miss Martha Freeman. Miss Julia Newman
and Miss Carolyn Totty.
Mike Collins of Evansville, Ind.
attended the groom as best man
Completing the wedding party as
usher-groomsmen
were
Mark
Hicks and Jimmy Clifford of Henderson, John A. Johnson III of
Chicago, and Keeth Counce of
South Fulton, Tenn.
Immediately following the ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Griffin entertained with a reception at their
home on Second Street.
Attending from Fulton were:
Mr. and Mrs. Dyer Counce, Lana
Joe and Keith, Mrs. Thomas Allen,
Carolyn Allen, Mrs. Taylor McKinney, Mrs. Virgil Covington,
Miss Peggy Counce and Mr. and
Mrs. R. L. Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. Counce are now
at home in Morgantown, Ky.,
where he is minister of the Church
of Christ.
WEST KY. NURSE

7. flushing
38% Sow & Pig Supplement

40% Pork Booster $4.55

Miss Lera Neill, R. N., Milan
Tenn., has been named generalized
cwt.
nursing consultant in western
Kentucky for the State Department of Health. She will help
county health department nurses
in planning and carrying out their
201 Central Ave. activities. For the past year she
has been on the faculty at Northwestern State College, NatchiSERVICE AGENCY
toches, La.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399

8. Fulton

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE

Beautiful Ceremony At Liberty Church Unites Page 3
Miss Frances Hardy and Mr. Ward Burnette lace, wearing

The Fulton News, Thursday, Aug. 18, 1960

matching bandeau
of lace and flowers with chapel
veil, was flower girl.
Mrs. L. C. Logan of Fulton, organist, and Miss Betty Lace of
near Fulton, presented a program
of nuptial.
Bobby Powell of Fulton served
as best man. Ushers were Bill
Burnette of Fulton, cousin of the
bridegroom and Don Burnette,
brother of the groom. Acolytes
were Freddie Harper of Martin
and Roger Pigue of Fulton.
The bride's mother, Mrs. Hardy,
wore a sheath model of pink lace
over taffeta complemented with
white accessories.
The bridegroom's mother, Mrs. Burnette,
was attired in a sheath model of
blue embroidered linen
with
white accessories. Their corsages
were of gardenias.
Mrs. Hardy was hostess at a reception at the C. E. Underwood
home immediately following the
wedding. The bride's table featured a three-tiered wedding cake,
decorated in pink and white and
topped with a miniature bride and
groom.
Serving were Miss Annelle Fowler of Cayce, Miss Jean Burnette
of Fulton, and Miss Jenny Hardy
of Fulton in a blue creation. They
wore wrist corsages of white carnations.
On their return from a short
wedding trip the couple will be at
home in Fulton. Mr. Burnette is
engaged in farming and is a student at the University of Tennessee.
Out of town guests attending the
wedding were: Mr. and Mrs. Floyd

Peeler, Jimmy and Randy Peeler,
Mrs. Harry Watkins, Darrell Keller of Paducah, Mrs. Denver Bradshaw and Sandra of Tiptonville.
The bridegroom's parents were
hosts Saturday evening at a rehearsal dinner at The Derby in
Fulton for the wedding party. Approximately 30 attended the event.
GOOD BREEDING
A man's good breeding is the
best security against another's bad
manners.

titat.g.
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "PAID" Trwa
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake M.
Fulton
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Coat
Washes, Melo wad Thew
Meese et MI Kinds Leascutely Repaired at Law Oast

Mr. and Mrs. Ward Watkins Burnett.)
Baskets of white gladioli and
chrysanthemums set against a
background of greenery and flanked with tall candelabra holding
white bridal tapers formed a beautiful setting Sunday at the liberty
Baptist Church for the wedding of
Miss Frances Marie Hardy and
Watkins' Burnette. The
Ward
couple pledged their vows under
a wrought-iron arch festooned
with plumosa fern and tied with
white satin bows.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Floyd Hatdy of near Union
City and the late Mr. Hardy. Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Naylor Ward Burnette of
Fulton.
Officiating at. the unpressive
double ring ceremony at three in
the afternoon was the Rev. J. R.
Covington, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Union City and
uncle of the bridegroom, and the
Rev. James Rose, pastor at Liberty.

See the Chevy Mystery Show In

The bride was given In marriage
by her brother, Kelton Hardy. She
was wearing a gown of Chantilly
lace and peau de soie, designed
and made by her sister, Mrs. C. E.
Underwood.
The bride's only jewelry was a
diamond pendant, a gift of the
groom. The bridal bouquet was of
stephanotis, centered with a purple throated orchid.
Mrs. Underwood was her sister's matron of honor and only attendant. She was attired in a model of blue chiffon over taffeta designed with fitted lace bodice. She
wore a matching bandeau of lace
with a chapel veil and carried a
cascade arrangement of carnations
showered with blue and white ribbon.
Jamie Underwood, nephew of
the bride, served as ringbearer.
Little Miss Linda Winfrey, friend
of the bride attired in a white nylon organza frock trirruned in

color Sundays, NBC-TV

SPEAS
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"These trails
would shake
the cab off
an ordinary
truck...but
notour Chevy"
Few trucks are subjected to the
body-wracking beatings that are
part of a day's work for this
Chevrolet Series 60 pulpwood
hauler. It's owned by I. E. Fox,
North Carolina logging contractor. As Bobby Fox, a partner in
the business says, "Loaded with
pulpwood, we drive over stumps
and potholes you'd think would
tear the truck to pieces. These
trails would shake the cab off an
ordinary truck, but not our
Chevy. We can average an extra
load a day... make $45 to $50
a day more with this Chevy than
we can with the others."
In every weight class these Chevies
are doing more work at less expense than trucks have ever done
before. Drive one at your Chevrolet dealer's. It's an experience that
could pay you big dividends.

4 That

8-cylinder engine redly pers got the
forms,- says Bobby Fox.
lugging power we need in the woods
full load
with
a
and walks right along
on the highway.'

WORTH MORE BECAUSE THEY WORK MORE! CHEVROLET STURDI-BILT TRUCKS
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The News reports your - - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merry way
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
(Continued from Page 1)
moralized by th4 three bells, or
three oranges, or the seven-comeeleven of Las Vegas. But how can
we tell?
Miles before you reach Las Vegas you start seeing huge billboards
advertising chapels and churches
"for weddings in a hurry." One
such chapel. "The Church of the
Little Flower," must do a land-office business because their billboard advertising must run into
the hundreds of thousands of dollars each year. This chapel advertised wedding for $15, minister,
witnesses, corsage, flowers furnished. When we saw the first
sign of such infamous desecration
we were shocked, but the closer

was only on eye-opener of what
we saw when we got into the city.
There, blazing like any other night
spot in Las Vegas, were the
"chapels" . . . (marriage mills,
we'd call them) with neon lights,
around the steeple, off-and-on
blinking signals of "get married
here" and even such signs in lights
as "we can take care of the first
night." . .. with neon, yet!
Each "church" tried to out-do
the many others in the glamour.
We looked over in one direction
and saw even an improvised altar
all adorned with neon lights. Now,
if we could have seen a so-called
"ceremony" it would not have surprised us to see the "minister" all
done up in neon, with fluorescent
around the bible.

we got to Las Vegas the more preThe net time we hear a fellow
valent the billboards got, the condemn
another man's religion
weddings got cheaper and higher,
we're going to say .....look, bub,
and the services more-abundant.
take out for Las Vegas, that's a
But all this early advertising watering hole for a guy who wants
ammiumm.

Back -To- School Special!

Miss Weaks And Mr. Lacewell Exchange Vows
At Beautiful Ceremony Saturday Afternoon
Standing between floor standards of white chrysanthemums and
plumosa fern Miss Martha Jane
Weaks became the bride of Mr.
Harry Wayne Lacewell in a lovely
wedding at the South Fulton Baptist Church at 3:30 Saturday afternoon. The Baptist Church looked
especially beautiful for the occasion with huge balls of Oregon and
emerald fern placed advantageously along the alter rail. Rev. Hulon
Allen, pastor of the church, performed the impressive double ring
recemony before a large assemblage of friends and relatives of the
bride and groom.
Preceding the wedding ceremony
Mrs. Jerry Larnascus, organist,
played appropriate nuptial music
and Miss Lutrecia Bennett, soprano soloist, sang "Song of Ruth"
by Gounod and "I Love You Truly."
Miss Weaks was given in marriage by her father, Mr. Joe
to talk about religion . . . real,
honest, sincere religion . . . that's
where they need your kind of
talk."
Welcome was the news we received this week from Father Edward L. Tarrant former pastor of
St. Edward's Church here. Father
Tarrant was spending a week's
vacation in Atlantic City and we
envy him. He is staying at the
famour, Traymore Hotel, where
once we enjoyed the pleasures of
that beautiful Atlantic City hotel.
Almoet any day during the summer old friends from everywhere
drop in to say hello and to talk
about "the old times." Such was a
visit we had on Tuesday when
Bettie Lu (Bushart) Lee, who was
a mighty young lady when first
we bought the News from her
father Paul in 1947. Bettie Lu is
married to Bob Lee, of Baton
Rouge, a pleasant and delightful
young man. They have two children, pretty as pictures, Vickie
and Cathy, and they too enjoyed
the visit at the News, except they
seemed a little young to understand what we were talking about
and whom.

Weaks. She wore a handsome
gown of embossed lace which fell
from the waistline in bouffant ruffles. The neckline was V-shaped
and the long sleeves fell to the
wrists in calla lily points. She
wore a finger tip veil of illusion
eathered on a headband adorned
with seed pearls. Her bridal bouquet was of gardenias and stephanotis placed around a white Bible
The bride chose as her maid of
honor Miss Guynelle Payne and
her bridesmaids were Misses Nancy
Lacewell, sister of the groom, and
Bonnie Weaks, the sister of the
bride. They wore identical frocks
of gold organza over a darker
shade of taffeta. They carried bouquets of purple beauty asters and
a simple headband of matching
gold complemented their lovely
costumes.
Mr. Jerry Lacewell served his
brother as best man. Serving as
acolytes and ushers were John
and Charles Jackson, cousins of
the groom. C;romsmen were Bobby
Connell and Gene Miller.
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
Weaks wore a blue sheath lace
afternoon dress. She wore matching accessories and a shoulder
corsage of purply throated orchids.
Mrs. Lacewell, mother of the
groom, wore a street length dress
of beige lace, matching accessories.
and a purple throated orchid completed her costume.
Following the wedding ceremony the bridal party formed a
receiving line in the vestibule of
the church and greeted their
friends and relatives.
After a short bridal trip the
couple will make their borne in
Fulton. Preceding her wedding
day the bride-elect was the inspiration for a lovely household
shower at the One and All Club.
Mrs. W. D. Powers, Mrs. Gene
Miller and Mrs. Doris Lacewell
were hostesses. Games prizes were
won by Mrs. Bessie Gilbert and
Mrs. Doris Lacewell. On the nicht
before the wedding Mrs. Cecil
Lacewell was hostess to a deli:I:fitful party in the South Fulton Baptist Church annex when she entertained members of the wedding
party following the rehearsal at
the church.

We asked Bettie Lu about her
old friend: the former Joan Nelms,
with whom she enjoyed many high
school days. Bettie Lu says that
Joan is married, and has three
children and is this week moving
to Atlanta, Ga. to make their home.
Fulton High School's football
They correspond with each other
and have kept in close touch season tickets are now on sale in
the business district. Adult tickets
through the years.
are $4.50. Students may buy their
Many happy returns of Monday tickets at the school on a later
and many more are extended to date.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Strong,' Sr.,
There will be five home games
who celebrated their fiftieth wed- this season, starting with Russellding anniversary on August 15. ville on September 2. All five are
Mr. Strong is a retired employee of West Kentucky Conference games.
the Milwaukee Railroad and the Be sure to buy your ticket now
couple moved here from Chicago and show the Bulldogs and their
after his retirement a few years new coach that you're behind
ago. Their residence here makes them all the way.
them closer to the Jerry Strongs.

Season Tickets
For Bulldogs
Now On Sale

Special Purchase From Famed Maker of

Mens - Boys Underwear
Irregs. 49c

36c

59c Grades
Irreg's

49c

Each
THREE FOR $1.45
THREE FOR $1.45

69c Grade
BRIEFS: Nylon reinforced leg bands, elastic stretch waist, fly
front.
T-SHIRTS: Combed cotton flat knit, nylon reinforced neckband.
BOXER SHORTS: Elastic waistband, cotton broadcloth, fancies
and novelty trims.
ATHLETIC SHIRTS: Nylon reinforced neck and armholes, always stay down to prevent bunching at waist.
All in sizes 6 to 16.

KASNOW'S
448 - 52

Lake Street

Gospel Meetings
Begin Sunday At
McConnell Church

Mrs. Bobby Bowles was crowned
"Queen for the Evening" at a
novel pink and blue shower held
last week in her honor. Hostesses
for the occasion were Mrs. J. G.
Mullins. Mrs. Gilbert Brown and
A series of Gospel meetings will
Mrs. Simon Holt. The party was
commence at the
at the Mullins home.
McConnell
Church of Christ on Sunday, AugLittle Tommy Cursey is seven ust 21st, at 11:00 o'clock. Brother
John B. Harcleman of Obion, Tenyer.rs old now and he'll remem
VIM big day for a long time 'le- nessee. will be the guest speaker.
cause he had such a nice birthday Services will be held each evening
party. Hostess for the party was throughout the entire week at
Tommy's grandmother, Mrs. Gil- 7:45.
bert Brown, at whose home the
Brother Atlas Brewer, regular
party was held. All those events minister, will deliver the Sunday
that make a birthday party fun morning message at 11:00.
were shared with: Stevie ErickThe public is cordially invited to
sen, John Hefley, David Thomp- conic out and attend this revival.
son, Max Thompson, Sandra
Thompson, Shelia Barron, Elaine
May, Renee May, David May,
Karen Rice, Glenn Rice, Jr., Rose
Mary Rice, Ann Matheny, Patsy
Brown, Mrs. Charles Thortipson,
Mrs. Bobby May and Mrs. Maxine
Matheny.

Sat. Aug. 20th

The U. S. Department of Agriculture announced August 2 a
change in regulations governing
farm housing loans made under
Title V of the Housing Act of

A newspaper office has a -file a pictures and cuts
that it calls "the morgue." Why the morgue? Don't ask
us. But through the years the morgue gets a little crowded and we have to do something about it. And this week
we are. Here's an engraving we found and we don't
know where to file it. If you can identify this photo,
bring us a copy of the paper in which it appeared, and
properly make your identification known to us. . . you'll
get a year's subscription to the News for free. Have fun
with us.

Many Kentuckians Finding Vacations
More Enjoyable When Spent In Kentucky
Up-to-date Kentuckians
are
finding that vacations, dollar for
dollar, are more enjoyable and
economical when spent in Kentucky.
Kentucky state narks, accessible
by a few hours drive, are superb
in their recreational facilities.
scenic quality, and accommodations. Many Western Kentuckians
—proud of Kentucky's ever changing and improving park system-are taking tours as below:
Sunday—Mammoth Cave National Park where centuries-old
stalagmites and stalactites project
as calceriotis icicles. A subterranean adventure awaits all at
Mammoth Cave.
Monday—This can be a day of
many happy hours on Lake Cumberland State Park, Jamestown.
Keep this area's fine fishing, picnicking and swimming facilities in
mind.

1949.
Howard 0. Paschall, County
Supervisor of the Farmtrrs Home
Administration at. Mayfield, Ky.,
said that effective immediately a
farmer who owns a farm that will
annually produce for sale or home
use at least $400 worth of commodities based on 1944 prices. if he
meets other eligibility require-ments, may be able to obtain a
farm housing loan.
Previously to he eligible an applicant had to own a farm that
substantial
a
would produce
amount of the operator's income.
Farm housing loans are made by
USDA's Farmers Home Administration and are used to construct
and repair net.cled farm houses
and farm service buildings.

entitled "Endless Waters," at ('umPAN=
berland Falls State Park. The panHe prayeth best who loveth
oramic view of the mountains
stretching into blue infinity offers best. All things, both great and
a natural subject for photograph- small.
—Coleridge
ers.
Wednesday—A region rich in
Kentucky history lies ahead! You
can literally trod the path of the
LADIES AND GIRLS
pioneers in visitisag the Cumberland Gap National Historical Park
and the Dr. Thomas Walker Memorial Park. The day can be ended
by attending the edifying and inspiring religous drama, "The Book
(For Second Pair) — When
of Job," now staged at Laurel
You Buy First Pair At Regular
Cove, Pine Mouutain State Park, L-O-W Price Of Only $2.9S
at Pineville.
• Straws, (loth. etc!
Thursday and Friday—A re- • Broken Mien. 4-91,
warding tour can be taken in visit- • Take your choice: big stork!
ing the Levi Jackson Wilderness • Bring a friend. share the
Road, the William Whitley House
savings!
State Shrine. Isaac Shelby Memorial, Pioneer Memorial State Park
and the picturesque Bluegress.

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP

Final Summer Clearance Sale

Mt

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY, Aug. 18-19-20
COATS AND SUITS, 1/2 PRICE
One group of COATS AND SUITS, values to $59.95
$10
One rack of DRESSES, values to $29.95
. . . . $5, $10
Al.!.
OTHER Dite,4..Es, HALF PRICE

One group of GIRDLES and BRASSIERES, drastically reduced
Hats, values to $16.95
. . . $1, $2, $3
DON'T FAIL T SEE OUR BARGAIN TABLE!
Doors open 9:30 a. m.

No returns: all sales final

Be SURE to see our NEW FALL DARK COTTONS!
-MC

1st Prize:"JIM DANDY" Surrey
2nd Prize: BAN-B.41 Grill & Rotisserie
3rd Prize: $10 gift certificate for any merchlndise in our store!

2 Tables, Ladies

Children's Shoes
For this event only

88c pm'

Matching Panties
filmes 3 to 14

$1

Boys Briefs and

Girls Acetate

7-Qt. Bluestone

T-Shirts
3 For $1

PANTIES
4 Pr. $1

Coldpak Canners
$1

Sport Shirts
Long, short sleeves

$1
GIRLS She 3-14
Back - to School

Dresses
$1
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Saturday--"The Stephen Foster
Tuesday—See one of the two Story" at My Oki Kentucky Home
hicxxibows in the world plus the State Park, Bardstown, brings back
dramatization of the 23rd Psalm, the Old South through 50 of Steph-

BOYS

Ivy League Pants
$1

McC
Refi
In0

Summer Flats
5c Pair

Blue Jeans and

BOYS

OF ALL SALE SHOES
This Week Only - -Less Than 1/2 Price
,FRY'S SHOE STORE

en Collins Foster's sweet-sad
songs. National critics have said
that Pulitzer Prize winner Paul
Green has scored another success
with this outdoor musical.
Sunday—Back home, elated and
knowing that your vacation has
been well spent at home-In Kentucky.
The full circle of vacationing
fun can be made from any point of
Kentucky. Your circuit of rest and
recreation—by advanced planning
—can find you at home on the last
day.

New Regulations
For Farm Housing
Loans Announced

MIRY! Saturday Is Last Diy To Register

FREE

FINAL CLEARANCE

Identify Me..Get Free Subscription

Boys. Girls

Short Pajamas
2 Pr. $1
1,z Quart Size
Casserole Dish
With Cover

2 For $1
•

Large Selection Boys,
Girls, Back to School

Shoes $2 Pair

Wet Mops
2 For $1

14/81DOLLAR STORE
"EVERYDAY Di DOLLAR DAY"
Main Street
Fulton, Ky.
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McClellan Still
Refuses To Turn
In Office Xeys

The following persons were
patients in local hospitals Wednesday morning.

- Hickman — The Fulton County JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Coy Matheny, R. D. PatSchool Board approved 3-2 a motion last week instrticting J. C. rick, Charlie Stallins, Mrs. Flora
McClellan to turn over the keys Oliver, Mil. Frank Heflin all of
to his office by last Saturday or Fulton; Mrs. Joe Westbrook and
face injunction proceedings. The Mrs. John Cruce of Dukedom; A.
McClellan question was the only S. Chandler of Clinton; Raymond
controverisal issue in an otherwise Bostick of Detroit.
harmonious session of the board.
IIPITLTON HOSPITAL
From what could be learned McMrs. Leon Hawks, Charles Mark
clellan had not turned over the
Allen, R. R. Allen, Mrs. Jack Morkeys nor had the injunction been
ris, Mrs. Ed -Mansfield, Audrey
filed by the hoard's attorney.
Tucker, John Baucom, Mrs. J. W.
The matter involves the legal
Elledge, Mrs. Vivian McClanahan,
question of whether McClellan's
Mrs. Vernon Royer, Shelton Hart,
position in the Fulton County
Mrs. Bailey Roberts, John Gambill,
school system is that of an assisMrs. Pat Matheny, Mrs. Mike Fry,
tant superintendent or supervisor
Mr. and Mrs Will McDade all of
of instruction. The former superFulton; Mrs. Edna Fowlkes, Randy
intendent of Hickman city schools
Dew of Union City; Mrs. Dewey
signed a contract June 1, 1956 as
Aimley, Mrs. Floyd McClure and
assistant superintendent with the
baby of Dukedom; Mrs. Ed Lusk,
consolidated city and county school
Mrs. Ruth Galloway, John Duty of
board. Later on. McClellan las reHickman; Joy Hales and Janie
designated as supervisor of inChampion of Crutchfield; Mrs.
struction.
Lucy Blewitt of Mayfield; Mrs.
A state source has noted that as
Lallar Vaughan, Shelia Hopkins,
assistant superintendent, McClelMiss Rena Finch of Wingo; Mrs.
lan's four-year contract expired in
Cora Farmer of Water Valley;
June, 1960. A supervisor of inJames T. Brown of Columbus.
struction, the source, noted, is on
tenure. Like a teacher, a super- HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
visor, after two years in the sysMrs. Daniel Crocker, Mrs. Dale
tem, must be notified by March Cummings, Mrs. Charles Pritchett,
preceding the next school year if Mrs. Albert Mayhall, David Gluhe is not to be re-hired.
m, Mrs. Alice Killebrew, Albert
So the McClellan issue hinges McGuire, Pete Byars, Mike Ryan.
on whether he was contracted to Mrs. Charles Ray all of Fulton;
serve as assistant superintendent Mrs. W. C. Pruitt of Union City;
1111Aphos.
or hired as a supervisor of instruc- Mrs Ruby Moore of Crutchfield;
tion on tenure.
John Ed Huey of Troy, Tenn.
Tom Johnson, 39, was hired as
the new Fulton County High
HEART BEATS'
school principal. Johnson. who is
Total contributions to the Heart
married and has three children, Fund in Kentucky for the fiscal
will come to the system from year ending June 30th amounted
Puryear high school in Tennessee. to $351,779. This represents an inHe has a master's degree from the crease of $23,402 over the previous
University of Kentucky and has year's total of $328,377, according
done graduate work at Peabody to William H. Kendall. Louisville,
and Murray.
state chairman of the 1960 drive.
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Time Is Now To See If You Are
Properly Registered For Voting

HOSPITAL NEWS

Proof Pot L.4.1-11,'bond

IMO If RUIIIITOR mutt COLUM26111-41121160110.12.

September 10 is the deadline for
registering to vote in the general
election in Kentucky in November,
Mrs. Carlos Lannom, county court
clerk here, announced this week.
All qualified persons not now
properly registered must register
on or before that date in order to
participate in the election, Mrs.
Lannom said.
In calling attention to the registration deadline, Mrs. Lannom
said all persons who have changed
their names through marriage or
otherwise, or have changed their
addresses should make the necessary corrections in their registrations at this time.
All boys and girls whose 18
genbirthday will come before t
eral election may register at this
time, provided they are otherwise
qualified.
Persons who have changed their
residence from the precincts in
which they are now registered
should change their registrations
at this time.

It will be remembered that
three weeks ago Saturday night,
while Floyd Summers of The Fellowship Quartet was in Union City
singing gospel songs - without
charge-his house with all the contents burned. Last Sunday night
was the regular second Sunday
night singing at Beach Springs.
The singers of Weakley and joining counties voted to try for the
biggest singing ever held in Weakley County at which time a collection will be taken to help
Floyd's family in their great loss.

NOTE BOOK—
Continued from Page One
Whenever anybody meets her in
the office or out in the hinterlands
they first give me the "I'm disappointed" bit, but with her they
say: "You're just like I pictured
you to be."
When we say: "And how is
that?" They just say. "Oh, I don't
know!" Now she's got something
to worry about. At least WE know.
The Harwoods gave everybody
at WFUL a big melon and what's
more they have plenty more where
they came from. So just listen to
the trading post at 12:15 p. m.
each day.

BASEBALL—
(Continued front Page 1)
boys who still have uniforms to
turn them in immediately to their
managers.
We, the Board of Directors, wish
to thank the boys, their parents,
managers, umpires, score keeper,
merchants and all others who have
contributed in any way to the success of the program.

$10
$10

EVERY DAY

only

DURING THE ENTIRE MONTH OF AUGUST
In Order To Do This We Are

This newspaper and WFUL,
next week, will give you listings
of talent from Kentucky and Tennessee, who will help to make this
singing one you'll remember for
years.
Watch for the exact date of the
singing.

DEATHS
Mrs. Etta Wade
Mrs. Susan Etta Wade, 83, resident of Fulton County for many
years, and widow of William D.
Wade, died at the Fulton Hospital
at 3 p. m. Thursday following an
extended illness.
She was born December 29,
1867 in Obion County, Tenn., and
had lived in Fulton County all of
her married life. Her husband
died in 1934.
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs. Ernest Carver, Fulton, Route
I,. two sons, Tom Wade. Fulton,
Route 1, and Robert Wade of
Union City; five grandchildren,
Roy Carver, Fulton, Route 1. Bill
Wade, Fulton, Route 1, Mrs. Wayne Emison, Fulton, Mrs. Douglas
Horton, Donelson, Tenn., Mrs.
Douglas Pryor, Long Beach, Calif.,
eight great grandchildren; two
brothers, H. A. Scates, Union City
and W. Ellis Scates, Jackson. Miss
a sister, Mrs. P. M. Cummings,
Houston, Texas and several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services were at 3 p. m.
Saturday at the Hornbeak Chapel,
with Rev. John Laida, pastor of
the First Baptist Church

Carroll F. Johnson

Going To Have To

TRADE WILD!

let%

FOR THE BEST DEAL IN WEST KY. AND TENN.

SEE:

Ellis Heatheoek,
Harney Speight or
Aubrey Taylor

Where The Best Deals Are -Taylor" Made

Ky.

No charge will be made at the
door, but if you want to show
your appreciation for the many
miles traveled to sing at funerals
and church services, you will have
an opportunity to do so.

Funeral services for Harry Lee
Byars. 78, mechanic, who lived
three miles east of Latham, were
held at 2:30 p. m. Saturday at New
Hope Baptist Church near Latham
with Rev. Cayce Pentecost of
Dresden officiating. Burial by
Jackson Brothers was in the
church cemetery.
Mr. Byars died at 1:30 p. m. Friday at the Weakley County Hospital in Martin after a long illness.
He was born in Weakley County August 25, 1881 and was the
son of the late Andrew and Mary
Ann Winstead Byars.
Surviveors include his wife, Mrs.
Alice Winstead Byars; a brother,
Sam Byars of Palmeraitille and
several nieces and njaithews.

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick Inc.
Is Going To Sell.A New Car

!oes

RE
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— Plums

August 19: Mrs. J. M. Johnson,
Mrs. John A. Bowers, Gene Vancil,
Bobby Cursey, Gene Dowdy; August 20: Robert W. Bushart, II, Mrs.
R. C. Pickering, Ray Graham,
Mrs. W. P. Hughes; August 21:
Anna Hitchcock, Linda
Gale
Brown, Freddy Harper; August
22: Mrs. Ernest Jenkins, Frank
Cardwell, Diana Sharp, Glenn
Fowler, Mrs. Horace Reams, Ann
Maddox, Mrs. J. N. Patterson, Sr.
Marjorie Bowles; August 23:
Gladys Davis, Barbara Smith, Bobby Logan, Carolyn Roberts, Mrs.
Claude Williams; August 24: Teresa Jane Fields, Jamie Stallins;
August 25: Hazel Dalton, Judy
Speight, Lucille
Luther, Mrs.
James McDade, Mrs. B. J. Russell.
. EXPERIENCE
One thorn of experience is worth
a whole wilderness of warning.
—Lowell.

Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
Fulton, Ky.
Ammomssa%

Phone 38 or 899

Mr. Carroll Frame Johnson died
Tuesday night at Hopkinsville
State Hospital after a long illness.
He was born September 16, 1892
in Buffalo Gap, South Dakota. Mr.
Johnson, a retired conductor on
the Illinois Central, retired October 18, 1957 after 45 years.
He joined the Methodist Church
at an early age, was a member of
the Elks Club, a member of B. of
R. T., and a member of the 0. R. C.
The survivors are, his wife, Lola
May (Peggy) Brown Johnson; by
a former marriage two daughters,
Mrs. H. R. Anderson of Hawaii and
Mrs. Graves Gipson of Murphy,born, Illinois; two sisters, Mrs.
Lure Martin of California and
Mrs. Naomi Skarston of Oregon;
two brothers. Leon Johnson of
California and Owen Johnson of
Minnesota; four grandchildren
and several nieces and nephews.
Services will be field Friday afternoon at 3:30 at Whitnel Funeral
Home Chapel with Rev. J. L. Leggett and Rev. C. W. Brinkley officiating. Burial will be in the
Palestine Cemetery.

Ikit.

FROM THE WOMAN
SHE CALLED MOTHER
SHE :EARNED THAT
EVEN LOVE CAN
HAVE AN EVIL SIDE'

A
IOU NUM

nowise

LANA TURNER
ANTHONY QUINN
SANDRA DEE
JOHN SAXON
RAY WALSTON
LLOYD NOLAN
roam war sim..r.zzRICHARD BASEHART
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EASrmAN COLOR

Get thousands
more Nies
from your
present tires

Harry L. Byars

t

lea

general elections and primaries.
A number of Fulton countiaas
who are members of the Republican party are registered as Democrats to entitle them to vote in the
primary elections at which time
only the Democrats offer candidates for county offices.

Page 5

(Continued from Page 1)
IDLENESS
Mains fruitless.
ness which will multiply and bear
Idleness is emptiness; the tree in
much fruit long after his deparwhich the sap is stagnant, reture from our midst, and
"He has been loyal and faithful
as a worker in the Lord's Vineyard, with unusual ability in the
*
spreading of the gospel of our SayNOW THRU FRIDAY * "
with purity and simplicity,
doing so with zeal, enthusiasm and
dignity, commanding the love and
respect of not only members of
his Church, but all with whom he
came in contact, and
"Our beloved Postor has deemed
it wise and prudent to sever his
12 —
official connections with this
•,11,all kmaa,be
A PiL,
Church in order that he might accept the pastorate at Russellville.
Ky., a larger field, which is ripe
unto harvest, thereby enabling him
A, Th. f,rstje I anCON AS.WdVillIIII
to expand his efforts in the KingOr
the A ,tro,,,,t,
dom of our Lord.
0
°
"His influence for good, will not
only be missed in the local Church
but in the community as well. So
we are not going to say good bye,
but au revoir, to you Mr. and
Mrs. Roe. God's speed and may
his richest blessings rest upon both
of you in your new field of endeavor. THIS is our earnest prayer. THEIR GAIN IS OUR LOSS."

Friends To Sing For Donations Happy Birthday
To Help Member Of Famed Quartet

Ageariliagiaggi. AlligeZI.:4-13-311111elar

lea final

Any person already properly
registered in either the Democratic or Republican parties may
also change his or her party affiliation at this time if they care
to do so.
Changes in party affiliation are
not permitted between the (late of
- - - Over forty persons were registered to vote in the general
election in November here last
Saturday afternoon.
The local Jaycee club had a
registration booth set up in front
of the Kentucky Utilities building on Lake Street for the curoat of registering voters for
the general election.

REV. ROE—

BEEG New Treads
You can double—even triple your tire mileage if you
do the way truck operators dos let us put factory-built
BFG New Treads on your present tires. FA-depth
treads with same proven, skid-resisting performance
as tires costing two ond three times as muchl

$

SIZE 6 70 15

1.0.95

• Applied is %dewy lowireded Ike einkliffrialme OM mad goosedebis the.

2 Thies.„s2 Down
STOP AT THE SIGN OF
THE SMILING TIREI

Smileage
Chas. Scates Stores
MARTIN-.---Phone 404

FULTON—Phone 389

Nobody knows tires like your B.F.Goodrich Naar,Dealer
-""*POINANANAIA"~Wlei
'
141tiitt74-
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recently entered the Armed Forces
•McCONNEIL NEWS and is currently stationed at Fort
sun. L. T. Caldwell • Knox, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie McConnell
are visiting relatives in Chicago
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell
this week.
A revival meeting will cornMiss Gwen Wilhaucks Moss from
nence at the Church of Christ on Memphis recently visited her broiunday, August 21st, with Brother ther, James Wilhaucks and famirohn B. Hardeman of Obion, y.
rennessee delivering the messages.
Mr. andl Mrs. Jake Jordan of
rhe regular minister, Brother At- Union City visited Mr. and Mrs.
as Brewer, will deliver the Sun- Ancil Jordan Sunday. Mrs. Gracile
lay morning message at 11:00. Alexander of Paducah, visited her
iervices will be held each evening parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Newhroughout the week at 7:45. The man last week.
niblie is cordially invited to come
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Watson
iut and hear these inspirational and family of Michigan are visitriessages so ably presented by ing the Osteen families.
3rother Hardeman.
Mr. Jim Vowell and Miss Betty
Mr. Lane and Rodney LaFlamme Johnson of Union City were mar4 St. Louis are spending their va- ried Friday. We want to wish them
-ration with their grandparents, many, many years of happiness.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch. They
Miss Glenda Jean Hastings an
.vere accompanied here by their "A" student in science at South
nother, Mrs. Lionel LaFlamme Fulton received a special summer
(nee Helen Doris Welch), who re- scholarship at Murray State Colurned to St. Louis on Sunday.
lege, where she was also an "A"
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell, Miss Anna student.
T,ou Caldwell, Mrs. Dorita Boggess
Ind children, Brad and Lu An
:pent Sunday afternoon at Ken'ucky Lake State Park.
Mr. Ted Adams of Union City
;pent Saturday with his mother,
Mrs. Alfred Ledbetter and Mr.
r,edbetter.
The list of the substitute teachMrs. Frances Nell Perry of
eashville spent Monday night with ers for the Fulton City Schools is
announced today by ,W. L. HolMiss Anna Lou Caldwell.
Mr. James "Doodles" Wilhaucks land, Superintendent.
The salary for substitute teachers for grades 1 to 12 is $15 per
day based on minimum requirements for rank 3 teachers.
The local substitute teachers
this year are: Mrs. Rachel Berry,
Clinton, Mrs. Mary H. Burrow,
Mrs. Guy Duley, Mrs. Jessie L.
Fleming, Mrs. Felix Gossum, Jr.,
Mrs. Nathan Gossum, Mrs. J. D.
Hales, Mrs. M. C. Nall, Mrs. Margaret C. Perry, Mrs. J. A. Poe,
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood
Ralph Puckett, Mrs. R. V. Putnam,
Mrs. Ann Robertson, Mrs. Patricia
Steele, Mrs. Dorothy Vick, Mrs.
James Warren and Mrs. William
Wright.

Holland Names
Teachers Who Will
Be Substitutes

Bring us your
RADIO and TV Repair
RCA Color TElevision
Used TV Sets for Sale
Wood & Pruitt TV
300 Walnut Street
Phone 211

Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs
A satisfied customer is our
best testimonial. That is
why we give you fast, efficient, technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. /t
all adds-up to saving yee
money!

Judge Orders Princeton To Proceed • AUSTIN SPRINGS
In Acquisition Of Its ICU Plant

Mrs. Carey FrIelde •

County Judge James Lee Wyatt
Tuesday denied a motion to delay
proceedings in the city's move to
acquire the Kentucky Utilities
electric distribution system.
"This court takes note that the
defendant (Kentucky Utilities) in
this action has not used or exhausted all the legal means at Its
disposal in its effort to secure a
stay in this litigation," declared
Judge Wyatt in a written order.
"In view of the foregoing, this
court orders and adjudges that the
motion of the defendant be overruled and held for naught."
Presumably, then, Judge Wyatt
will now proceed to appoint commissioners to view and fix the

Union City Area
To Be Drilled For
Oil; Office Opens

Members of Local 1086 UAW,
voted Tuesday to accept a new
contract with Murray Manufacturing Co., apparently ending a shutdown of the plant.
A spokesman said the union accepted virtually the same contract
offered earlier by the company.
The union signed in the face of
a threat to move the plant, which
manufacturers Tappan ranges, out
of the city.
It had been rumored that the
company was planning to move the
plant to one of four available locations unless an agreement with
the union was reached.
The company employs 600 persons and has an annual payroll of
$2,000,000. Plans have been announced for a $1.700,000 expansion program which would increase the total personnel to about
1,000.
(London)—Six gorgeous girls
gathered about the statue of Eros,
God of Love, in London's Piccadilly, and dipped their dainty digits
in the waters of the fountain,
which are supposed to'inspire love.
They got plenty of attention, especially the one with green hair.
But nobody called out the police.
It was just a publicity stunt for a
beauty parlor, green hair and all

NOTICE: Car Owner:II
BUY YOUR SEAT
COVERS at

S. P. MOORE CO.
Dale Breeden,
Prop.

Roper Television

1 Fourth Street

Phone 58

•

•

Congratulations to dl these

FORDS-MR-FREE
CONTEST WINNERS
FORDS WENT TO THESE LUCKY FIFTEEN ...
June 20—June 29
Mr. F. W. Noble
1110 Chickasaw
Paris, Tennessee

Dent MAIM
Mr. L. Underberg
778 Poplar Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee

Mrs. Alma Norton
Marvell, Arkansas

June 3CI—Juty•
O'Dell Pless
Route 3
Russellville, Arkansas

Guy Morman
Route 4
Hamburg, Arkansas

July 10—July 19
Mr. David P. Porter
Route 3
Tutwiler, Mississippi

July 20—July 29
Charles Brinkley
Route 3
Decatur, Alabama

Ulmer& worm

Drillers Find Oil
In Caldwell County
Oil drillers are hopeful that they
have found a profitable pool of oil
on the J A. Franklin farm in
Caldwell County.
The drillers, set to go 850 feet
deep if need be, broke through a
deposit of rock at 30 feet and went
on to 612 feet where they found
oil. Oil reportedly stood 150 feet
in the hole, and extensive bailing
failed to lower the oil level to any
extent.
The strike was made Saturday
morning.

Mrs. Grace Carroll
Route 1
Chidester, Arkansas

Mrs. Charles Lowe •
Mrs. Charles Lowe
The Revival closed at Johnson
Grove
Sunday. Rev. Howell
preached some wonderful messages.
Friday night supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. William Long were:
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Jones and
son, Jimmy, and Rev. and Mrs.
Howell and daughter.
Mrs. Mattie Renfro spent the
past week with her daughter, Mrs.
Virgil Greene and Mr. Greene
near Paducah.
Mrs. Jessie Raines of Dyer is
spending a few weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. Jack Lowe. She is
improving.
Miss Frankie Anne McNatt of
Memphis visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil McNatt, over the
week-end.
David and Paula Long are
spending this week on vacation in
the Mountains.
Mrs. Creg of Jackson was a recent visitor of her sister, Mrs. Ben
Davis and family.
Guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob DeMyer Sunday were:
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Jones and
Jimmy, Mrs. Virginia Hay, Miss
Roberta DeMyer and Jack Matthews.
Mrs. Martha Covington was a
patient in Hillview hospital the
past week. We wish for her a
quick recovery.

South Fulton
DRIVE IN THEATRE
11/2 miles South on U8 45-It
Thursday -Friday, August 18-10

The Unforgiven
Audrey Hepburn, Burt Lancaster

Thomas T. Scott
111 South Taylor
Piggott, Arkansas
Winners were

Mrs. Jim Cherry
14 Monica Drive
Little Rock, Arkansas

Miss Kate Lucas
60 Mcrrningside Park
Memphis, Tennessee

ALL OF THE ABOVE WINNERS RECEIVED THEIR CHOICE
OF A FAIRLANE TUDOR, FALCON TUDOR, FALCON RANCARO
OR F-100 PICKUP...GIVEN AWAY
t/ BY ...

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wade Andrews of Fulton are the proud
parents of an eight pound, seven
ounce daughter, born August 6 at
5:30 p. m. at the Fulton Hospital.
ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Eads of
Bloomington. Indiana
are the
proud parents of a seven pound
four ounce daughter, born August
7 at 4:15 p. m. at Bloomington.
Mrs. Eads is the former Jane
Dawes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Dawes of Fulton.

SERVICE NOTES
FORT CAMPBELL, KY. (AHTM.
NC)—Army PFC. Charles
Council, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles F. Council, 104 Wellington
St., Hickman, Ky., is scheduled to
participate with other personnel
from the 101st Airborne Division
in Exercise Bright Star at Fort
Bragg,'N. C., Aug, 13-28.
A massive airborne assault involving 90,000 troops is scheduled
as one phase of the Strategic Army
Corps (STRAC) exercise. This
single-day mass air-drop will surpass in numbers any similar droo
made during World War 11 or the
Korean War.
STRAC's XVIII Airborne Corps,
the 82d and 101st Airborne Divisions and selected support units
will participate in the maneuver.
STRAC constantly maintains an
immediate readiness force for airborne deployment to a y
r.
the world.
Council, a cannoneer in the division's 327th Infantry at Fort
Campbell, Ky. is assigned the role
of a U. S. Army expeditionary
force member in an assault on a
simulated aggressor force.
He entered the Army in January 1959 and completed basic
training at Fort Chaffee, Ark.
The 18-year-old soldier is a
1958 graduate of Fulton County
High School.
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An types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
422 Lake St.
Feitss. KY.

Phone 4001

"Quick as
a wink
a
kiln May Ibis Irlds

TV REPAIR

(The UQUON

NOM MI SIM
MEV UN
11110.NNII
111111

All Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and &series
•

M 1111111
Mil MAU
1111 TOUt
111/111
IOU

saes 200 west Reese
20 meet. newt *eatable II
MUMS SPIRITS COOPORATION, 1.111.—MANCIORST1112. N. N.
Ibisellebie at better dealers overseen,*

Wade Television
III Lake St.

Ss no

Phone 450

$ Oz. Size 85c

1 It. Size $3.00
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Due to repairs being made to our corn shelling plant,
we will be unable to buy corn from August 15th to September 1st.
However,we can still handle corn on an exchange
basis for custom grinding and mixing.

—PLUS—

La Parisienne
Brigitte Bardot
_
Saturday, August 20
George Montgomery

Man From
God's Country
—PLUS—
Frankenstein,
1970
Boris Karioff,

Johnny R.sceo,
Stephen McNally. Coieen Gray
Sun.-Mon.-Tue. Aug. 21-22-23

The Man Of The West
Gary Cooper, Julie London

YOUR MEMPHIS DISTRICT FORD DEALERS

IT'S A GIRL

Dewey Johnson

°Covering everything"

Winners were

Willard Reeves
% Reeves Grocery
Newport, Arkansas

July 30—Aug.10
Mr. R. H. Merts
4858 Verne Street
Memphis, Tennessee

Earl Johnson
Route 2
Amory, Mississippi

Mr. Sherlock G. Watson
2342 Warren
Memphis, Tennessee

Oil & Gas Property Manager
Inc. of Dallas, Tex., today announced its intention to drill an
exploratory test well for oil or gas
in the immediate Union City area.
The announcement was made
by R. F. Kachtick Jr. of Dallas,
vice-president of the firm, who
with Dave Banta of Houston arrived in Union City this week.
Mr. Banta has been retained by
the company as a geological consultant.
The firm opened offices Friday
In the Dietzel building. 127 South
Second street.

•PIERCE STATION

Installed Free

Phone 307

KU's motion had asked that
Judge Wyatt prohibit the start
of this procedure until the Court
of Appeals rules on the validity of
last November's election, in which
Princeton citizens voted to acquire
the system.
Caldwell Circuit Court has upheld the election, but KU has appealed its decision.
Judge Wyatt rejected one by one
each argument urged by KU in its
motion to stay proceedings.
— —

Tappan Factory
And Union Sign
Labor Contract

Antennas Installed

306 Main Street

value of all KU's properties inside
the city, the first step in the complicated procedure the law prescribes for cities in condemning
and acquiring utilities.

Mrs. Carey Prielda
Rev. James Holt filled his regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. with a fine audience attending.
Mr. and Mrs. Rai: h Doron and
daughters, Alicia and Lita Anne.
arrived the past weekend from
Decatur, Ala, for a visit with parents Mr. and Mrs. Frani- Bynum
and Mr. and Mrs. xi. L. Lemon.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. James McClure Jr. a fine young lad a few
days ago. Both the mother and
baby are doing nicely.
All over this area farmers made
hay while the sun shone the past
week. The Buton Lassiter machines the Harvey Donoho, J. W.
Bynum, Cecil Davis outfits, the
Velva Hawks, Sr. and son, Velva,
Jr. were busy and the yield is reported fine, due to extreme dry
weather. There remains a lot to be
saved and it is thought each will
have an ample supply for feeding
all the cattle on their farms.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and son, baby Mark of Martin,
Tenn. were dinner guests of parents Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter.
Mr. Gilbert Roberts Is on the
sick list and receiving some medical care of his family physician.
Quite a few people met at the
hi or g an
Cemetery Saturday
Aug. 13 in their annual meeting.
The work was received by the
committee from caretaker Mr.
Jim Fagans, all the funds received
fell short of the expenditures for
this year. So see the committee in
charge with your contribution.
Any donation will be appreciated.
Mr. Fagan was the successful bidder for year el, which makes him
three years in succession for the
upkeep.
Doyle Frields, South Fulton in
company with
Union Carbide

Chemical operators of Paducah
Atomic Plant were in St. Louis
attending the Cardinal-Braves
baseball game several nites ago.
Its their annual trip to see the
Cardinals win.
To all you readers of these
items, my last week's writeup was
headed Rock Springs. /t should
have been Austin Springs our little
village near St. Line Road. It is in
Term, by one-half mile of Ken.
Tenn. State Line.
It was a bold hold-up for Mr.
Wess Jones and his son Herschel
Jones in Knob Creek Bottoms the
past Tues. night when they were
forced to hand over their bill folds.
Officers were asked to investigate
and there hasn't been any apprehension as yet, reported to this
writer.

— PLUS—

The Defiant Ones
Tony Curtis

Thanks for your business and your cooperation.

BROWDER
MILLING COMPANY INCORPORATED
Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 900
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August 30th; Winner To Compete In Memphis
The Fulton Jaycees will hold
their annual "Youth Talent Contest" on August 30th at Carr Auditorium in Fulton, the Club anounced this week.
The annual local talent contest
offers as its top prize an all-expene trip to Memphis for the winner, to compete for some $2000 in
prizes at the Mid South Fair Talent contest to be held in September.
The contest here will be divided
into five categories: vocal, instrumental„ dancing, novelty and
group. The winners in each of
these categories will compete in a
final elimruttion here for the Mem-

LETS HAVE A PARTY

NE
ellaspia• Mak

I
In

Wan Kaminsky

phis trip and appearance.
Entries are now being solicited
for the local show, and all those
interested are invited to clip and
forward the coupon elsewhere in
this issue to Mrs. Shirley Hawks,
Box 7, Fulton.
The program on August 30th
will be directed by Mrs. Nelson
Tripp, with Gene Gardner ..of
WFUL as master of ceremonies.
Program begins at 7:15 p. m.
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ENJOY

.00

2-way home comfort
with an

El:CTRIC HEAT PUMP
... heats in winter
... cools in summer •°'
automatically c4D

lant,

Yes, the electric heat pump beau your home
in winter ... cools it in summer ... automatically.

Sep-

Ifs as modern as tomorrow ... dean and safe as
electric light. No soot, no flame,..rxo fumes us
contaminate the air. Summer air ccaitioning removes

Inge

dust, pollen and excess humidity. One ther-

mostat does it all. Find out how simple it is t•
install an electric heat pump.

For a homely, of bvting raves
choose ELECIRK beat
• Healthier—safer, no

•

Work Begins On
120-Mile Road
To Paducah,Ky
Engineering work will begin this
week on the 120-mile toll road
from Elizabethtown to Princeton
—the first leg of a proposed superhighway to Paducah.
Kentucky Highway Commissioner Earle C. Clements, who originally set September as the target
date to start work, announced the
plan Saturday despite strong opposition to thesroposed routing.
The road is planned to run generally parallel to Highway 62 from
Elizabethtown through Leitchfield,
Madisonville and Princeton, and
finally to Paducah.
Clements said the estimated expense, which does not include engineering and rights-of-way costs,
has been set at $70 million. He said
the four-lane turnpike would be
open for traffic in the spring of
1983 if no complications arise.

flames, no fumes

• C!eaner—no dirt, soot or odors.

ELLIS PARK RACES

• More Convenient—mininium upkeep.

29-Day Summer Meeting
Aug. 3 — Sept. 5

• More Comfortable—no heating lags—
uniform heat in *very room.
•s modern, safe and sure—heat your horn*
with clean, electric heat.

900

Pale Blue Flame
Almost pure carbon, charcoal is
an excellent fuel. It produces
nearly twice the heat of an equal
volume of wood, burning with a
pale blue flame at high temperatures. It glows at lower temperatures.
Charcoal is made by heating
wood in an enclosed space where
there is a limited amount of air.
The wood glows but does not
burst into flame. Sometimes the
wood is heated for more than two
weeks. The kilns are watched
night and day. A skilled charcoal
burner can getup the condition of
the wood by running his hands
through the escaping smoke to determine whether the heat is wet
or dry.
Primitive man made charcoal
simply by setting wood on fire
and spreading earth on the logs. A
small amount of charcoal still is
made in sod-covered pits.
Charcoal has been used to smelt
metals from ores for at least 8,000
years. European smelting and
glassmaking industries concentrated near forests, resulting in destruction of many
woodlands.
Charcoal burners had so decimated the forests of Great Britain by
1664 that diarist John Evelyn
lamented: "Truly, the waste and
destruction of our woods has been
universal."
In colonial America, hoSiever,
charcoal burners were welcomed
by landowners with vast wooded
tracts to be cleared for crops.
Woodlands of northwestern Pennsylvania and the Catskill Mountains of New York once were important centers of charcoal production. Pennsylvania's charcoal helped father the' state's enormous
steel industry.
Chemicals Are Distilled
Improved kilns allow charcoal
burners to distill chemicals from
escaping gases. Some of the most
important are methanol (wood alcohol), acetic acid, and furfural, a
solvent used in refining motor oil.
When coke was introduced for
smelting, charcoal began to decline
in importance. Coal, gas, and elec-

I.et oat heating spectaliits plan. your
electiic borne heating ... find out
about owe budget payment plan, too.
Come in loon!

Track located Midway
Between Henderson, Ky., and
Evansville, Ind. on U. S.
Highway 41

Free Parking In Hard
Surfaced Clubhouse
Grounds
R Races Daily — 9 on Saturdays
Post Time 2:00 P. M. D. S. T.

Dade Park Jockey Club

KENTUCICt iiiiLITIES COMPANY

Incorporated
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out of better milking herds everywhere.
Dairymen who plan their breeding program on artificial service
will be far ahead in climbing the
production ladder. To produce a
top bull requires a Combination of
testing, proven- inheritance, expert
management, improved feeding
methods and a very rigid culling
With JVA PRYOR
program. The average dairyman
Agslemitmil Agent, Moth Cooed talltegl
cannot even afford to own this
PLANNING FOR FUTURE COWS type bull much less produce one.
Many are making plans to raise
In these times of high costs, all their replacements from artificial
management is looking for more
wimameemonr'
is no inherproduction per unit.
ent on the dairy farm, so the
search is on for h;gher production
inheritance in sires for artifice'
service and purebred herds. Suggestions have been made that we
look to the future dairy cow that
will produce twice as much milk
and live much longer than those of
today. This would male the top
bulls of ten years ago as well as
many of the bulls now in service,
scale bait for breeding our future
cows.

7,0460100

Charcoal fires will glow in more tricity replaced charcoal for heatthan 12,000,000 outdoor grills in ing and cooking. Development of
the United States this summer, synthetics and petroleum carbon
bringing new life to an ancient chemicals in recent years has refuel.
duced the demand for wood chemThe aroma of broiling steaks,. icals.
wafted from a large brick fireCharcoal still is found in such
place or a portable metal brazier products as air conditioning filSECRECY
has become a familiar part of the ters, poultry feeds, pencil points,
How can ue expect another to warm-weather scene. In
fact. brake linings, and black jelly
keep our secret if we cannot keep backyard chefs are given a large beans. It cures tobacco, filters wait ourselves?
share of credit for the small boom ter, and controls the gas content
— La Rothefoucsulti.
in charcoal since the end of World and flavor of beer.
War II.
Charcoal now is used principally
Production has steadily increas- as a domestic fuel. This has creatsme Mimed Beverages ed until it now amounts to some ed the sometimes nerve-frazzling
300.000 tons a year, the National problem of lighting the briquets.
Geographic Society says. Almost One retailer estimates that more
two-thirds of the output is sold as than 100 companies make fluids
pillow-shaped briquets, destined and gadgets to help ignite charfor home grills, picnic grounds, coal.
railroad dining cars, and the
countless restaurants that offer
"Charcoal-Broiled Steaks." Before
. Fulton, Ky.
the war, briquets accounted for
442-44 Laks Street
only about a sixth of charcoal
sales.

4itr4/
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Backyard Chefs Restore
Importance Of Charcoal

7aiteee

service, for they have learned tha
too often when replacements hay.
been purchased, they usually ge
what the original owner wanted 1..
sell. Chances are even those hell
ers would be an improvemnt o•
what is in the herd at present. I
is well to know who you are buying from and the source of th'
heifers.
DIFFICULTIES
Many men owe the grandeur c
their lives to their tremendous dif
ficulties.

rt

Hiram Walker
Quality
in a rich, true bourbon

Lancaster Home
Inspired 'Uncle
Tom's Cabin'

Because of "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
antique dealers and souvenir hunters carried away so many parts of
the Kennedy House near Lancaster, Ky., through the years that
only its foundation remained.
Author Harriet Beecher Stowe is
said to have gained much of her
inspiration for the book from this
house. She is reported to have
visited here while in Kentucky
looking for material for a novel.
Her Kentucky trips were made
while she was a resident of Cincinnati during 1832-50. "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" was published first
as a serial in The National Era
during 1851-52.
Owner of the place was Gen.
Thomas Kennedy, who also owned
200 slaves and 15,000 acres of
land.
His was one of the largest
plantations in the South.
Lewis Clark, a Negro slave owned by General Kennedy,
was the
George Harper of the story.
After
the death of Kennedy, Clark,
who
feard that he would be sold on
the
New Orleans slave market,
fled to
Cambridge, Mass., where he
lived
for many years with the
family
of Mrs. Stowe's sister.
Clark's descriptions of old
are said to have suggested slaves
to Mrs.
Stowe the character of
Uncle Tom.

It goes without saying that
building a herd that produces well
does not come easily, but takes
many years. Now then, let's take
a look at a few of the requirements the dairyman of tomorrow
will demand of his animals. We
would like for the cow to give at
least 10,000 to 12,000 pounds of
milk in 305 days and calve every
12 months. Rapid let-down is a
must as well as being easily handled. She should eat as though she
had been on a diet for 6 months
and have dairy conformation.
Hard and short milkers, broken
udders chronic mastitis cases and
the shy breeders are on their way

Fifths — $C00
Pints — $250
Half Pints — $1.30

ams maze
esSAP
Ten moil
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libassur WOW
VIIUSIMY

fANIASTIC
the li.uor is is*

JF,%sis
•

-11

4 YEARS OLD
•
'.7.

•

Also Available in 5-Year Bottled In Bond
Fifths - $4.75 Pints - $2.95 Half Pints - $1.50

Vs.

5 other Varieties
on. size - 130e
Qt. size - $2.90
it,oint. at ii.dmiu

PP

90 Psoof • Straight Bourbon Whiskey
4 Years Old
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC- PEORIA, LL.'

ANNOUNCING
THE CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP
OF THE

Park Terrace Motel And Restaurant
We are pleased to announce that the Park Terrace Motel
and Restaurant is now in operation under new ownership.
Mr.and Mrs. George C. Batts will manage the Park Terrace Motel and Mr.and Mrs. Hugh Rushton will manage the
Park Terrace Restaurant.
If at any time we can help You Plan Parties, luncheons,
dinners,etc.,in our private dining room,please let us do so.
New Owners of

Park Terrace Motel And Restaurant
MR.AND MRS.CARL PUCKETT,JR., MR. AND MRS.CARL PUCKETT,SR., MR.AND
MRS.C.E.(PEE WEE)HODGES,MR.AND MRS.HUGH RUSHTON.

'ageg The Fulton News, Thursday, Aug. 18, 1960
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Furniture buy Shaw -Walker.
Site James 'J. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outliners,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment

tLL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wit. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

REN1. Floor sanding maFARM FOR SALE-54 acre hog
chine and electric floor polishfarm. Highly fertile, level. Modern
er and electric vacuum cleanfarrowing house. Dairy barn, coners. Exchange Furniture Co.
crete block feed house. Comfort,
,OR PIPELINE MILKERS and able small house. Rust-free presiulk tanks, see Southern States sure water, gas furnace. Adjoining
:1'ulton Co-Operative, Central Ave- land available. Between Fulton
and Martin. Mail, school bus, milk
me, South Fulton. Phone 399.
routes. Ill health forces sale. Pric//HITE OAK TIMBER WANTED ed only $16,000.00. See or call J.
—We buy white oak standing W. Covington Route 2, Fulton, Ky.
timber, custom logs, custom Phone 998-R-4.
stave and heading bolts. Contact us for prices and specifica- NEW 1960 Chevrolets: Two-doors
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel. and four-doors, station wagons
5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A. and hardtops, are looking for a
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7- home. Big stocks. Call or see Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Fourth
1812 Mayfield, Ky.
Street, Fulton. Phones 38, 60.

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

IANSWERS
ITO YOUR TAX
QUESTIONS

WANTED: "Experienced and successful general livestock farmer
for Hickman County Kentucky
farm. Must be trustworthy, sober
and good worker. Pays $5.00 per
day. Steady work all year I6ng.
Give 5 references in reply addressed to Box "W" % The News."

BY WILLIAM E. SCENT
KENTUCKY'S COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE
Q. Are persons who are not regularly engaged in selling and not
having a permanent place of business required to hold a Sales Tax
Permit?
A. No. These persons will report
the tax on a non-permit basis and
will obtain a Retail Sales Tax
Registration from the Department
of Revnue.
Q. Where may Retail Sales Tax
Registrations be obtained?
A. To obtain a registration, contact the Department of Revenue,
Frankfort, or the nearest Department Field Office.

Q. Who will report
profit permit basis?

on a

non-

A. Those who are temporarily
engaged in selling from trucks,
portable roaciiide stands, concessionaires at fairs, circuses, carnivals, and the like.
Q. Will the seller keep the same
Retail Sales Tax Registration from
year to year?
A. The registration covert only
the period in which the selling is
done. In no case will the registration be valid for longer than thirty
days.

Q. When is the return due for
sellers filing on a non-permit
basis?
A. The due date for filing the
return will be the expiration date
shown on the seller's Retail Sales
Tax Registration, or the date
when selling at the designated location is completed, whichever is
the earlier.
Q. Will the sell
receive a return to file at the same time he
obtain his Retail Sale Tax Registration?
A. No. The return will be kept
in the Department Field Office.
Q. Is the holder of a Retail Sales
Tax Registration entitled to home
Resale Certificates and buy items
tax-free?
A No. Even though the item will
be resold, the tax must be paid
at the time of purchase. But, there
will be a place on the return
where each seller may take credit
for taxpaid purchases which are
resold. Credit will be allowed
when filing the return.

Q. Does this lima the seller to
thirty days in which to engage in
FOR SALE:
Rgistered Polled selling?
Herefords; good blood lines. Three
POSSESSION
males 14 months old; four heifers
A. No If the Yeller will be ope12
Farms,
rating for longer than a thirty
months.
Guilford
An object in possession seldom
Greenfield, Tenn., Phone AD _53353 day period he will obtain another retains the same charms which it
permit for the extended period.
had when it was longed for.

Public Assistance
Increased $7.35 To
Fulton Countians

FARM BUREAU—

Old age recipients of public assistance in Fulton County received
a $2,785 total Increase in payments for the month of July over
last year's payments in the same
month.
Commissioner of Economic Security Jo M. Ferguson announced
that as result of increased appropriations for public assistance provided by new sales tax revenue,
Fulton County received $19,733 in
total payments for the month as
compared to $16,948 received in
July, 1959.
This is an average payment increase of $7.35 for the county's
396 old age recipients.

(Continsed from Page Ones
shown by Patty Hixson.
(Jersey Division)
Junior calves: 1st, Billy Burnette, 2nd, Tommy Powell; senior
calves: 1st, Billy Burnette; 2nd,
Ruth Ann Burnette; 3rd, Don
Burnette.
Junior yearling are] Junior
champion: Don Burnette; senior
yearling: Tommie Powell.
Two-year-old cows: 1st, Linda
Collier; 2nd, Don Burnette; 3rd,
Tommie Powell. Three-year-old
cows: 1st, DIckie Collier, 2nd, Billie Burnette; 3rd, Den Burnette,
Four-year-old cows: lt, Dickie Collier; 2nd, Don Burnette.
In the aged cow class, Linda Collier's "Popeye" woe first plaee,
also the senior and grand championships. In this class, second
place was won by Don Burnette;
3rd, Bill Burnette.

NAMED CO-ORDINATOR
CONSCIOUSNESS
John D. Whisman, executive director of the Eastern Kentucky
Two men look out through the
Regional Planning Commission, same bars:
One sees the mud, the one the
has been named by Gov. Bert
Combs to co-ordinate state activi- stars,
—Frederick Langbridge.
ties in helping undeveloped areas.

ANTENNAS: We install—
trade—repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television

ArafTTE4fmR8RErisJs

NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
vehicles. etc. — —
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Cakbeell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 074-

Yes Its Breakfast Time At Ralph's U-Tote-Em

FARM INSURANCE

rv

— — All kinds —
— Crops. buildings,

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

Phone 5

:06 Main St.

idAYTAG WASHERS, sumnare
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

RENT - - - -

WE

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

CREAM OF

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Fulton
Thurch Street

CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

—The very hes', selection of real
estate for sale at all times

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone TU 5i/404

23c

14 - Oz.

JELLY

12 oz.

19c

Oni
ggi
uirecAn
j
s
flICO
be

40
"b i ikos••°

11

SUGAR
LIBBYS

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance oti
Our 3-PAY PLAN

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

Wick Smith Agency

FLOWERS

CALL 62 — 160

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK

greeting

Cards

ETTER "Personalised"
Stationery

1

10
lb.
bag 11119
CARNATION
ELK 3 Tall Cans - - - 45c

COLONIAL With Coupon
and $5.00 Additional Grocel,Purchase.

3 6oz Cans

--- 69c

ORANGE JUICE
2 OZ.Jar FREE

GRADE A LARGE

COFFEE Eg)L 89 EGGS 2 Dozen 98

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Special orders

TRANSFER CO.

SPINET PIANO
WANTED:
Responsible party to take
over low monthly payments on
a SPINET PIANO.
Can be seen locally.
WRITE
CREDIT MANAGER
P. 0. Doe 215
SbelbyvMe. Indiana

Patties ...39c

BUTTER

NW&
11•01
.
11

AMERICAN ACE INSTANT

GILLUM

6400 MONTHLY
SPARE TIME
lefilling and collecting money
•rom New Type high quality coin
)perated dispensers in this area.
Nlo selling.
Co qualify you must have car,
-eferences, $600 to $1900 cash.
;even to twelve hours weekly can
let up to $400 monthly. More full
line. For personal interview write
".3.0. Box 8027, Minneapolis, Minn.
!include phone number.

18 oz. 34c

JAMBO APPLE

Flvone 81

c'arm.Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING comzer

555 FULTON, KY.

SWIFT'S 8 OZ.

Corn Flakes
WHEAT

59c

1 LB CELLO

When its

309 Walnut

buy it at

ACON
KELLOGGS

Real Estate in Fulton
-- see —
CHARLES W.BURROW

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-I

Fulton

Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345
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SWIFT'S PREMIUM Sliced The Bacon With Sweet Smoked Taste

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

For The

BEST

Fallon, Kentucky

tuck!
tian,
Loui:
sione
iousl:
ways
Septi

PICNICS
BY THE
BOLOGNA
Er LB....4k
PORK STEAK LB. 4k

lb. 29c

FRESH
4 to 6 Lb.
AVERAGE

BOSTON BUTT

PORK ROAST LB. 4k
SMOKED 3 to 6 LB.AVG.

PICNICS

HOME - GROWN

LB. ... 39
HOME - GROWN - BELL

CORN-Ear . . . . 5c PEPPERS-EA.
5c
BANANAS- LB. . . . 10c LEMONS DOZ. . . 29c
ALPINE — PAPER

FLOUR ..... 25 lbs. '1.89'
LIBBYS

SARA LEE

MEAT PIES 2 8oz. Pkgs. 49c

COFFEE CAKE .

r
'COLONIAL

SUGAR

n
1U lbS.

aim

891

IWith This Coupon & Additional
'Purchase of $5.00 or More At Ralph's
Excluding Tobacco
somi ma ow um

14% OZ.

FRISKIES

. 79c

OLE PLANTATION or PUFFIN

muffs

Can . . .. 9c

NABISCO

HONEY GRAHAMS LB. 35c
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2 Tall Cans

DOG FOOD

.

. 2k

BLUE PLATE - SALAD

DRESSING 0.1.

.... 49c

SUNSHINE

GRAHAM CRACKERS LB. 35c

Flavorkist Choc. Chip, Lemon, Oatmeal or Sugar.
$1.00
4 for
COOKIES

SANDWICH

PALMOLIVE

4c OFF Giant Size

SOAP 9c OFF 3Bea.Bars. 39

MAX

STRIETMAN Creame

l2-oz.

29c

2F01 .... 41c

No
been
hard ,
week
at thi

